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Introducing the Special
Issue on Map Use
In a personal conversation a t the
Symposium on Cartographic
Design and Research in O ttawa in
1994, Muehrcke opined that ' it jus t
gets d O\·Vn to a question of map
use.' In his fo rmal paper from that
Symp osium, M uehrcke (1996) cited
map use m any times in "The Logic
of Map Design ." Some exam p les
fro m the paper include: "Mu ch of
the d iscussion in this book foc uses
on the importa nce of the map user.
I would go fur ther lo state that
changes in the way maps a re used
in the electronic age a re probably
fa r more significant than changes
in how they are made." (272-3)
"The cartographic literatu re,
includ ing ou r textbooks, does no t
see m to be as much at fa ult here as
the ca rtographic literacy of those
w ho use maps." (273) "Some of
our critics see m to have missed the
point here- the issue of user
responsibili ty ... users m ust learn
to handle mapping tools responsibil ity." (275) "If we a re really

cartograpltic perspectives

by expert map makers and users"
(277) "Unfortunately, ... the level
of user sophistication is dismal."
(277)
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concerned about the map user, the
basis for making much bigger and
quicker gains is already within our
grasp. We onl y need to catalogu e
and teach the strategies practised

This concern with the map user
is consistent with the work of the
authors of the papers collected
he re. In meetings of the Map Use
Commission at the International
Cartographic Association General
Assembly in Barcelona in 1995,
there were many discussions about
collecting our thinking on map use.
We decided to organize one or
more sessions on map use at the
Annual Meeting of the Association
of American Geographers in
Charlotte in 1996. Here are some of
the papers presented in two
sessions at that meeting.
The Web pages of the Map Use
Commission (1997) spell out the
terms of reference and directions of
the Commission. Included there
are the organizing themes of the
stud y of map use. These themes
focus on what are considered to be
the fou r major dimensions of map
use: the individ ual map user, a
map user community, the map use
e nvironment, and the map use
task. Monmonier (1996) has
suggested the addition of a societal
dimension of map use.
Individuals bring various skills,
competencies, experiences, abilities
or disabilities to the act o f ma p use.
Some of the papers here focus on
different types of individuals.
Unga r, et.al., report on two studies
of blind and visually impai red
users. One study involves blind
adults who are experienced in
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navigation with tactile maps.
Another study examines children,
where a g roup of blind children is
compared to a group o f sighted
children in performing given tasks.
Board attempts to catalog the
expertise of a group of educated
geographers who bring considerable knowledge to the higher level
task assigned to them. Thompson
pleas for guidance in working with
college students who have little or
no knowledge of maps and mapping but who are called upon to
make and study maps to learn
about cities.
Carter (Map Use Commission,
1997) contends that in many cases
map user communities determine
what maps will be produced, at
which scales, and in which forms.
The experts in these communities
set stand ards for acceptable uses of
their ma ps, although in many cases
these s tandards arc implicit rather
than spelled out. In the papers in
this issue, Board carries out his
study using topographic maps
from many different nations. The
nature o f the community that
specifies small scale topographic
standards has been so effecti ve
that the same tasks can be performed with maps from many
different sources. It can be said
that the other authors are seeking
some s tandards that may lead to
better map use in the future.
For centuries we have thought
of maps as ink on paper, being the
result of some printing process.
While these paper maps are static
and fi xed in time, a user can linger
over a paper map, make measurem ents, magnify segments of the
map, and annotate the map . Of
course, these paper products may
not be convenient to use under
some environmental conditions.
As we move into an electronjc age,
the environments in which maps
are being used is changing radically. We have dynamic ma ps that
may be very current. Users have
unique tools that allow them to
interact with the maps in ways not
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possible with the paper maps.
Whi le all of the papers in this issue
feature som e aspects of the map
use e nvironment, Torg uson m ost
s trongly focuses on the map use
e nvironment where users can
interact with m aps in electronic
formats. O rmeling hypothesizes
ways that m aps w ill evolve in
response to user actions. He
emphasizes that it is eq ually
important to 'get the user the right
information as it is to make certain
th e user gets it right.'
There are many ways to classify
m ap u ses, o r tasks. Each of these
papers have a component relating
to one or m o re uses. In the papers
by Ungar, et.al., the tasks are
assig ned by the researchers. In one
case, persons are required to use
tactile maps to na vigate a s pecific
route. ln anothe r case, children are
required to lea rn a geog raphic
arrangement and to recreate that
pattern in a g iven time. Tho m pson
vva nts his students to use maps to
ga in an un dersta nding of a complex urban •.vorld. Board reports
o n a hig her level task, where users
are asked to integrate map de tails
to find complex regions. Ormeling
is concerned about the design o f
maps appropria te to the ma ny
tasks involved in usi ng maps.
These papers do no t tell us a ll
that we need to know about map
use, but they rep resent a good
illustratio n of the many d imens io ns of this important area of
s tudy. As s u ch, they give u s a
perspective o n cartography, and
thus de!>erve to be published in
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INTRODUCTION

"Compara tively little attention
has been paid to how tactile
111aps are used by blind and
visually impaired people."

" It has been shown in a number

of studies that blind and visually impaired people have
difficulty in constru cting an
accurate and spatially integrated mental representation of
their environment from direct
locomotion alone. .. "

Most research on tactile maps has focused on aspects of map design and
methods of construction. Relatively little attention has been paid to the
way in which blind and visually impaired people actually use tactile
maps for everyday way finding tasks. This paper reports on studies
carried out in Madrid and Sheffield which consider how people gain
spatial knowledge from tactile maps. In the Madrid study, participants
were introduced to an urban area by one of three instructional methods:
direct experience, tactile map or verbal description. Those who learned
the area with the map were considerably more proficient in following
the route unguided than were participants who received the other two
instruction al methods. However the different methods had little effect
on the participants' overall representation of the space. It is possible that
the map reading strategies used by the participants were effective for
gaining practical route-based knowledge but did not give the participants an overall spatial representation of the area. To explore this
possibility further, the Sheffield study considered the effect of individual differences in map reading strategies on the type of mental
representation which visually impaired people acquire from a tactile
map. It was found that those participants who acquired an accurate and
full representation of the map used different map learning strategies
from those who performed less well. We suggest implications of these
studies for the education and rehabilitation of blind and visually impaired people.
ost research on tactile maps has focu sed on design aspects, such as
M
discriminability of symbols and relative suitability of various tactile
media (e.g. Thermoform vs. Microcapsule). Comparatively little attention
has been paid to how tactile maps are used by blind and visually impaired
people. Psychologists have long been interested in the way in which
people form and manipulate mental representations of the spatial environment. Within this research area, a sma ll number of studies has considered
the way in which blind and visually impaired people form mental representations of space from direct experience and from tactile maps (Carreiras
and Codina, 1992; Dodds, Howarth and Carter, 1982; Herman, Herman
and Chatman, 1983; Cngar, Blades, Spencer and Morsley, 1994).
It has been shown in a number of studies that blind and visually
impaired people have difficulty in constructing an accu rate and spatially
integrated mental representa tion of their environme nt from direct locomotion alone (Rosa and Ochafta, 1993; Spencer, Blades and Morsley, 1989).
Maps, which provide the spatial structure of the environment at a scale
accessible to touch and without the disorienting effects associated with
travel in the real world, can overcome this difficulty (Ungar, Blades and
Spencer, 1996; Espinosa and Ochafta, in press). Unfortuna tely tactile maps
are still not w idely used, and we feel that this is partly due to a lack of
understanding of tactile map use.
This paper reports on two studies, each of whi ch focuses on a different
aspect of using tactile maps. The Madrid study compared the effectiveness
of different instructional method s to provide visually impaired adu lts
w ith the practical spatial knowledge necessary to navigate in a complex
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urban en v ironment, and with configura tional knowledge of the s patial
s tructure o f the enviro nment. The Sheffield study looks at the strategies
used by blind and visually impaired children to learn a ta ctile map,
focu!:> ing o n the acquis ition of an overall representation o f an urban layout.
Researchers \-VOrking 'vvith sighted adults have found th at learning about
s pace b hig hl y rela ted to the instructional metho d used (Es pinosa and
O cha ita, 1997; Hirtle and Hudson, 1991 ; Lindberg and Ga rling, 1983). For
example, whe n people learn a s pace us ing a map or a panoramic verba l
d escription, the resulting spatial schemas are bette r co-ordinated than
w hen the space is lea rned throug h direct interacti o n w ith the environment
or from a sequential ve rbal description (Thornd y ke and Hayes-Roth,
1982). The Madrid s tud v examined the effects of different instructional
metho d s o n w ay finding performance and m ental representations of space
in blind and vis ually impaired adults.

LE ARN l'.\JG A COMPLEX URBAN
AREA BY T HREE
lN STRUCTIO'.\JAL METHODS

Participants
The participants were 30 1 visu all y impaired adults who w ere blind from
birth or before s ix years of age . The participants ages ranged from 22 to 40
years (mean = 29 years, 3 months ). All the parti cipants w e re employed by
O\JCE (Spa nish Orga nization for the Blind ) in a va riety o f posts. All had
the equi valent o f second ary schoo l (hig h schoo l) educati on . one o f the
participants had any residual vis io n which co uld be effectively used
d uring the experiment. >Jone o f the pa rticipants had received a ny formal
training in the use of tacti le maps fo r nav ig ati on . Pa rticipants w ere randomly assig ned to one o f the th ree m ethods o f instruction d esigned for
this s lud v.
Procedure
P<irticipants w ere required to wa lk and learn a complex route o f 2,050
me ters in an unk now n en v ironment over four sessio ns (see Figure 1). The
ro ute cons is ted of eig ht landma rks, all o f which co uld be reco g ni zed by
kinesthetic, <i uditorv and tactile cues. There w e re three di ffe rent me thods
(1f ins tru cti o n d uring the first session:
Direct Experi ence: the participants, acco mpa nied by the ins tructo r,
wa lked freely al o ng the ro ute. The e>. pe rimc nter g uid ed the p articipa nt
but di d no t provide an y d escripti ve informatio n about the route.
Tc1Ctilc \ 1ap: the pa rti cipants carried a tactile map of the area \·v ith the
route ma rked o n it w hile they w a lked the route accom pa nied by the
e\.perime nter. Agai n. the experime nte r did no t pro,·ide any details o f
the route.
Verbal Descr iption: as the parti cipants walked the route the instructor
provided a detailed verba l d escrip tion o f the route.
In the su bsequent three sessions, the parti cipant was asked to walk the
route un g ui ded. W hen the pa rticipant got lost, the e>.perimente r allo w ed
him I her to wa lk to the nex t inte rsectio n be tw een s treets. Then, we asked
him or her th e rig ht way to reach the nex t la ndmark. If the pa rticipant
knew the corrL'C t di rectio n, he / she was allowed to continue alo ng the
route, o therw ise he I she w as g uided b y the ins tructo r to the next point of
th e rou te.

A ltho ug h re lati ve ly s mall, the sample size is necessitated by the relati vely
low incid e nce of visua l impa irmen ts in the genera l populatio n .
1

"The ro11 tc consisted of eight
ln11d111nrks, nil of which could be
recognized by kines tlretic,
nuditory nird tactile cues."

".. .tire pnrticipn11ts cnrried n
tnctile 11inp t~f the nren witlr tire
route 11inrked 011 it while the11
wnlked the route ncco111pn11ied
by tire experi111e11ter. "
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Figll re 1.

"The pnrticipnn t 's behavior was
video-recorded 0 11 all sessions.
The information from these
recordings was combined with
behavioral maps . .. "

The participants' behavior was video-recorded on all sessions. The
information from these recordings was combined with behavioral maps
(which were draw n by the instructor as she accompanied the participants)
and were analyzed using a number of different measures of practical
spatial knm-vledge, some of which had proved effective in p revious
studies by the Madrid research team (Ochaita, H uertas and Espinosa,
1991). During the second and fou rth sessions, the participants were also
asked to make direction and d istance estimates between all the landmarks,
which yielded three measures of configurational knowledge. Thus the
follow ing six measu res were used in the analysis:
Measures of Practical Spatial Knowledge

"A participant was considered
to be lost when he or she did not
know the way to the next
landrnark."

Meters: the numbe r of meters by which the participant deviated from the
specified route, measured as the difference between the total number of
meters walked by a participan t and the total length of the specified
route, or 2,050 mete rs.
Stops: the numbe r of times the pa rticipant paused while navigating the
route for any reason.
Lost: the number o f times the participant lost his / her way. A participant
was considered to be lost when he or she did not know the way to the
next landmark. Jn this situation, the experimenter allowed the pa rticipant to walk to the next intersection, and then asked him or her the
way to the next landmark. If the participant was not able to give the
correct directions, he or she was led by the experimenter to the nex t
point on the route.
Measures of Configurational Knowledge
Direction Error: the deviation in degrees between the participant's
estimate of d irection and the actual d irection.
Euclidean Distance Error: difference between the participant's estimate
and the true Euclidean (i.e. Crow-fl ight) distance.
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Functional Distance Error: difference between the participant's estimate
and the tru e functional (i.e. City-block) d is tance.

Results
Anal yses of variance (ANOVA) were carried out for each of the six measu res o n the data fro m the fourth session to d etermine the effect of the
ins tru ctional conditions on the practical and rep resentational spatial
knov1rledge o f the participants.
Practical Sp a tial Know ledge: The res ults showed a significa n t effect of
the different conditio ns on practical spatial knowled ge in two of the
measurements (see Table 1): m eters (F = 5.987, p < 0.05) and lost (F = 7.324,
p < 0.05). The pa rticipants w ho learned the route w ith a tactile map lost
their way less often a nd \.valked fewer meters off the specified route than
the o ther two g roups. Performance was poorest when participants recei,·ed a verbal description of the route while wa lking, resulting in higher
scores on 'meters' and 'lost'. The number of stops '"'as not significantl y
affected by the type of informa ti on w hich the participants received.

Conditio n

Meters

DE
DE+Map
DE+Verbal

Stops

Lost

275

5.00

50

1.60

2.00
0.00

462.5

2.00

2.25

"The participants who learned
the route with a tactile 111ap lost
their way less often and walked
fewer meters off the specified
route than the other two
groups.

T111'/c I Lffcct ,,( i11,;lr11dio11al n•11.lith111 Oii JlrilCfiml <Jlnfrnl
kll< •i.1'lt 1f_.;:c

!7l'LTr1Sl'

('1lh1c-:.

Spati,11 Rep resentation: The results showed a significant effect of
instructional condition o n functional distance errors (F= 3.716, p< 0.05).
The -.ubjects who learned the route wit h direct e\perience + tactile map
haH' higher error scores on functional distances estimation than the
participants who learned the route •.vith by direct e\perience alone (see
Table 2).

Condition
DE
DE+\fap
DE+Verbal

Direction
Error

Euclidean
Di sta nce
Erro r

Functional
Distance
Error

35°
38°
34°

61.56
6 l.-14
56.]]

60.00
57.70

-l0.7-l

Discussion
These results -.uggest that the combination of direct e\perience and a
tactill' map is a very good method for gi,·ing visually impaired people
practicill knowledge o f the environmen t; a lthough pa rti cipants in this
condition did walk some distance off the taught route, they never became
completely lost. However, the map seemed not to provide them with a
coordin,1ted spatial represen ta tion of the area. In this respect, it shou ld be
no ted that blind and visually impaired people arc gene rally taug ht to
orient themselves o n the basis of route knowledge of the en v ironment (i.e .,
Knowledge based on landmarks linked in sequen ce), and thus may not
have h.1d experience of forming overa ll representations o f their environ-

"However, the map seemed not
to provide them with a coord i11a ted spatial represe11tatio11 of
the area."

8

"This suggests tha t visually
impaired people would benefit
with training in the use of
effective strategies for coding the
spatial information contained in
tactile maps."

STRATEGIES FOR ACQUIR1NG
INFORMATION FROM
TA CTILE MAPS

"B ut the visually i111paired map
reader 11111st discover this
i11for111atio11 by constructing it
fro m seque11tial scnnni11g of the
111ap, formi11g refere11ce frameworks a11d gmdually establishing an ovemll, integrated
impression of the map."

cartograpltic perspectives
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ment. So they may require trai ning in the use of effecti ve strategies for
coding the spatial information contained in tactile maps.
The results clearly differ between practical and the representational
measures. While the use of a tactile map in conjunction with a direct
experience is a good method for giving visually impaired people practical
knowledge of the environment, it is not clear that the map allowed them
to acq uire a coordinated spatial representation of the area. It should be
noted that the participants had several years of experience of route-based
way finding, and may not h ave had experience in forming overall representations o f their env ironment. This suggests that visually impaired
people would benefit with training in the use of effective strategies for
coding the spatial info rmation contained in tactile maps.
The Madrid stud y showed that, while maps are clearly effective for
introducing visually impaired people to a route, they were found to be no
more effective than the other instructional methods for providing a globa l
representation of the mapped space. However, as the Madrid study
focused on group differences in way-finding ability, the Sheffield study
was carried out to conside r the possibility that the group scores may have
concealed individual differences in strateg ies used by visually impai red
people to acqui re information from a tactile map. Jt has previously been
found with sighted people that differences in strateg ies can account for
differe nces in the resulting me ntal representation of the map (Thorndyke
and Stasz, 1980).
When a print map is viewed by a sighted person, a great deal of information such as the relative and absolute positions of locations, the relative
o rientations of roads and the divisions between regions is instantl y
available. But the visually impaired map reader must discover this information by constructing it from sequential scanning of the map, forming
reference frameworks and gradually establishing an overall, integrated
impression of the m ap. For this reason it is important that a visually
impaired map user has effective strategies for learning information from a
tactile map. In previous studies we found a close relationship between the
tactile scanning strategies spontaneous ly used by visually impaired
children and their performance in spatial tasks (Ungar, Blades and Spencer, 1995; Ungar, Blades and Spencer, l 996a; Ungar, Blades and Spencer,
1996b). We examined the relationship between map reading strategies and
the ability of map readers to acquire information from a tactile map.
Participants

r\ineteen children with visual impairments (VI g roup) took part in the
study; of these children seven were totally blind and twelve had limited
residual \'ision. All usually read Braille. Twenty-two sighted children also
took part in the s tudy so that comparisons could be made between the
performance of the children with visual impairments and the performance
of children with sight. The chil dren were d ivided into three age groups: a
young group (6 and 7 yea r olds), a middle group (8 and 9 yea r olds) and an
old er group (10 to 13 year olds).
Materials

A map of an imaginary town center (30cm x 42cm) was constructed in
tactile and print form s (see Figure 2). It included thirteen named roads,
nine labeled places and a river. The m aterials a lso included a metal board
(30 cm x 42 cm) and a box of magnetic pieces used for map reconstruction.
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ROSE STREET

BREAD STREET

Pieces \Vere provided to represent roads, places and the river- there were
more than three times the number of magnetic pieces required to reconstru ct the 1nap.

Procedure
The sigh ted children we re g iven the print map and the visually impaired
childre n \vere g iven tactil e maps. All children were initially asked to lea rn
the map for seven minutes. During this learning period they were asked to
talk a loud C1bout everythin g they noticed on the map and everything they
though t about whi le they \Vere trying to learn it (cf. Gilhooly, et.al., 1988;
Thornd~·ke and Stasz, 1980). A t the end of the learning period the map was
n:-mo\'ed, participants were given the metal board and magnetic pieces
and we re asked to reconstruct the map from memory. As the participant
placed each piece on the board i1nd n amed it, it was labeled by the ex perimenter with either a Braille or a print labe l. The recons truction was
p hotograph ed and the magnetic pieces were removed.
This procedure was repeated twice. Thus, in al l, the participants learned
the map three times an d mi1de three reconstructions. All three lea rnin g
and reconstruction periods \·Vere \'ideotaped to provide a complete record
of the participants' commenta ries a nd performance.
Analysis
The participants' commentaries were analyzed for sta tements wh ich
referred to: m ap objects; methods of learning the m ap; intentions to use
particu lar techniques; and comments about their own performance. The
.;;tratcgy types were deri\'ed from previou s pilot s tudies on learning ta ctile
maps. For each child's transcript we calculated number of s tatements of
each str;itegy type expressed as a proportion of the to tal number of
s tatements by that child. Man \:Vhitney U tests were used to test for any

"Tile sighted children were
given the print 111ap and the
visually i111pnired children ·were
given tactile maps. All children
·were i11itinlly asked to learn the
map for seven minutes."

"Th11s, in nil, the participmzts
lennzed the mnp three times nnd
made three reconstructions."
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"The children's reconstructed
maps from the third trial were
scored on two criteria - one
objective and one subjective."
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differences between the experimental groups in the mean proportion of use
of each strategy type.
The children's reconstructed maps from the third trial were scored on
two criteria - one objective and one subjective. For the objective criterion,
the children scored one point for every map element placed within 4 cm of
its original position on the map. Thus each child could score a maximum
of 23 (13 roads+ 9 locations+ the river). For the subjective criterion, each
map was rated by one of the experimenters and an independent rater. The
children's maps were ranked blind according to how well they resembled
the original map, in particular, how well they preserved the spatial
relationships behveen locations and the interconnections between roads of
the original. There was 95% agreement between two independent judges
who rated the maps.
Results

".. .children with visual i111pair111ents spent more ti111e reading
out 11a111es or traci11g routes
around the map ... "

In this section, we will report only those results which were significant at
the 0.05 level.
An analysis of the accuracy of the maps revealed no differences between totally blind and residual vision groups. However, both these
groups were significantly less accurate in reconstructing the map than the
children with sight (by both criteria). There were no significant differences
by age. There was great individual variation in performance within and
across groups.
A comparison of the learning strategies used by the visually impaired
children and the children with sight revealed that the children with visual
impairments spent more time reading out names or tracing routes around
the map, they also tended to describe features on the map without interpreting them as symbols, and they were more likely to bring in general
knowledge which was not directly relevant (e.g. By making comments like
"there should be a roundabout in the park"). In contrast, the children ·w ith
sight more frequently mentioned the position of features on the map with
reference to the frame of the map or relative to the position of other
features, and they made more frequent comments about patterns formed
by groups of roads or features on the map.
A second analysis focused on the ch ildren with visual impairments. A
comparison was made between the strategies used by the seven visually
impaired children who produced the most accurate maps and the strategies of the seven visually impaired children who produced the poorest
maps. There were t·w o significant differences in the way that these two
groups of children learned the map - the more accurate children more
frequently related features to the frame of the maps and more frequently
mentioned the relationships between features.
Discussion

".. .successful learning of the
JJ1np was associated with the use
of n specific set of strategies;"

In the Sheffield experiment, successful learning of the map was associated
with the use of a specific set of strategies; children who focused on the
relative and absolute locations of objects on the map as well as on patterns
formed by groups of map objects, tended to perform better than other
children. This accounts for the better performance of the sighted children
who more often reported using such strategies than did the blind children
and distinguishes bet\.veen the good learners and the poor learners wi thin
both sight groups.
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Both of these studies show that people with v isual impairments can use
tactile maps effectively. In the Madrid study, a tactile map used in conjunction with direct experience was shown to be more effective than direct
experience alone or than direct experience plus verbal description for
familiarizing visually impaired adults with a long and complex route
through an urban area. The fact that they did not gain a faithful global
representation of the mapped area may be due to the strategies they used
to acquire and organize the information from the map.
The Sheffield study sho\·ved that individual differences in the ability to
learn a tactile map o(an urban area were closely related to the strategies
which the young people used while learning the map. Good map learners
tended to focus on the spatial relationships between items on the map,
local and global patterns formed by map elements and the locations of
places and structures in relation to the external framework of the map.
Future work \vill look at ways of introducing people with visual
impairments to the overall layout of enYironments through tactile maps
and at ways o f training tactile map users to emplov more effective strategies which may allow them to extract a richer representation of the environment from a tactile map.

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND
CO ICLUSIONS

"Good map learners tended to
focus on the spatial relationships betwee11 items 011 the map,
local and global patterns formed
by map elements and the locations of places and stmctures in
relation to the external frame work of the 111ap."

We are extremely indebted to a ll of our participants. We also thank the s taff
of Tapton \!fount School in Sheffield and the Royal Blind School in
Edinburgh. The rescMch in Madrid was part of a larger project funded by
the Direcci6n General de lnvestigacion Cientifica y Tecnica (DGCYT) of
the Spanish GO\·ernment. The research in Sheffield was part of a larger
project funded by the Economic and Social Research Council.
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Regional Recognition and Delimitation
from Topographic Maps:
User Strategies

This is a report from a pilot study con ducted with nine geographers to
d elimit regions on a m ap they were not familia r with. The participan ts
varied greatl y in age and experience. Making notes as the users talked
through their thinking provided insight into how such complex maps are
read. Experie nced geographers with large r geographical vocab ularies
sought to distinguis h salient patte rns. No s imple relationsh ip could be
established between experience and region-dividing strategies.
Suggestions are made for expanding such studies.

Christopher Board
Depnrt111e11t of Geography
Lo11do 11 School of Economics
nnd Politicnl Scie11ce
London, UK

his pilpcr will concentrate on "map use in its classic fo rm, a percipient
interacting visuillly and menta lly ... with a single milp" (Wood, 1993a,
112) <md the process of reading, ana lysis and interpretation. It w ill also
focus on level 3 (Olson, 1976) or higher order tC1sks (Board, 1984), s ummarized as the application of deep-structure information to decision-making
and content-knowledge-bu il d ing for problem solving.
Geographica l education from the turn of the century seized the opportunity of studying landsCC1pes on relatively lcuge-scale topographic maps
which were increasingly available (Herbertson, 1902; Geikie, 1901). By the
1920s and 1930s texts on map reading ilnd interpretation were commonplace, compulsory map interpretation questions \·v ere typical of British
public e"\a1ninations in geography, encourngcd no doubt by the flowering
l1f the regionC1l paradigm. This situation continued well into the 1960s,
although the te"\tbooks often separated physical ,1nd human landscapes.
Candidates were e"\pected to integrate these into regional recognition and
di,·i-.ion . As a student who was brought up to employ this form of map
use, I was e "\pected to undert,1ke this geographica l task using the evidence
pro,·ided on the map and not information I might han~ acquired d irectly in
the field or from reading.
In his form idable geographical study of Germany, Dickinson (1953, -+16)
"sought to recogniLe a limited number of clearly recognizable landscape
types that cou ld be consistently and legibly mapped O\'er the whole of
Germany on a sc<ile of 1:200,000". These landscape types vvere essentially
based on physical characteristics, but their recognition was in part related
to human lKCupance. This approach to environmental understand ing
based on a topogr,1phic map series has probilbly not been surpassed. It
represent-. a high-water mark in regional map analysis. Such map use
became rarer <ifter the Quantitative Rc\'olution. Muehrcke has documented the decline of geographical map use and the rise of statistical
geography along~ide a more professionalized c.irtography \Vith a heavy
emphasb on thematic, statistical map design (Muehrcke, 1982).

T H E GEOGRAPHICAL
CONTEXT

Research into the cognitive aspects of map use, related to changing paradigms in psychology, has developed apace in the last quarter century.
Despite pioneering \\'ork such as that by Delucia (1976) and many others
reviewed by MacEachren (1995) ilnd Wood (1993b) and the renewed
interest in \'iSualization, our understanding of how maps are read is still
incomplete. Howe,·er evidence is accumulating that lc\·cls of ex pe rience

THE CARTOGRAPHIC
CO:--JTEXT

T

"This nppronc/1 to environmentnl w1dcrstn11di11g based 011 a
topographic 111np series hns
probnbly not been s11rpnssed. It
represe11 ts n Ir igh-wnter mark i /1
regio11nl 111np n11alysis."
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".. .surprisingly, comparatively
few accounts of research using
complex general-purpose or
topographic maps have been
published . .. "

"This is . .. to argue for a looser,
more anecdotal account which I
believe can be captured by note
taki11g during a session when
the user is thinking out loud
while map reading."

THE PRESENT STUDY
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of map use and geographical study are associated with more successful
map reading and map learning. But, surprisingly, comparatively few
accounts of research using complex general-purpose or topographic maps
have been published, although MacEachren cites Geoffrey Edwards (1991)
who contends that the "ability to take the landscape analysis approach
depends on being able to access labels for the features from memory.
Experienced map readers are said to have 'a whole dictionary of names'
for grouped entities which he or she carries around her head, allowing her
to read and understand maps more quickly and effectively.' ... For the
experienced map reader, an extensive vocabulary exists that defines and
labels complex entities.'' (MacEachren, 1995, 394). In parenthesis it should
be acknowledged that the chunking process referred to by Edwards (1991)
was described by Head in his 1984 work.
Michael Wood and his associates recognized that a deeper understanding of map interpretation needed a study of the knowledge structures and
map reading strategies of users. They employed protocol analysis
(Gilhooly et al., 1988; Kinnear and Wood, 1987) with both experienced and
inexperienced map readers as did Thorndyke and Stasz (1980) but in
contrast to the latter, their research used complex maps of the real world.
Similarly Kulhavy and others (1992) have also used protocol analysis on a
complex, general map in the Nntio11nl Geographic Mngnzi11e. Both of these
studies emphasize memory and learning.
As far as I am aware there has been no modern study of experts'
geographical interpretation of complex topographical maps in the mold of
that once so popular in geographical education. Gilhooly et al. (1988)
concentrate on contou r patterns while Edwards (1991) deals principally
with remotely sensed images. We must remember nevertheless that
topographic maps select features and present them with varying degrees
of emphasis according to national or regional styles and specifications.
What applies to remotely sensed images may not apply to map reading.
In a pilot study some map interpretation protocols were informally
recorded in a small seminar I organized in the mid 1980s. Four participants in turn described the patterns seen on maps of areas \·vith which we
were not familiar. Each chose a map for others to describe. Transcribing
the rather rambling accounts after an interval of a decade reveals that they
may not be an adequate guide to map reading strategies and that word
counts of our murmurings may convey spurious precision. This is not to
denigrate the research methodology of Kulhavy et al. (1992) but to argue
for a looser, more anecdotal account which I believe can be captured by
note taking during a session when the user is thinking out loud while map
reading. Informed by this exercise I devised a new one in which geographers were asked to describe regional patterns on maps. Because the aim
of my study was to d iscover what d ifferent strategies were adopted by
map readers for one task, there was no need for a formal experimental
design demanding quantitative data on accuracy or time of recall. It is
recognized that further study and analysis of map-reading strategies w ill
require a more formal design.
Building on the pilot study, the aim of this study was to examine the
strategies by which skilled map readers approached the task of regional
division on topographic maps. This higher-order task is what was expected of educated geographers.* Nine experienced map-using geographers were invited to d ivide the area on the map into regions of distinctive
landscape type. The objective was to record the essence of the strategies
adopted by each geographer to undertake this task. All had degrees in
geography . Their ages ranged from 25 to 77. Four were female and four
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had been trained recently. Different maps we re presented to each individual, all but one on the scale o f 1:50,000. All the maps chosen had fairly
clear regional patterns. Most participants had seen examples o f the map
series, but none had studied the particular sheet in question. Nevertheless
a ll but two of the geographers were familiar w ith the geography of the
country whose maps they were reading: giving them a better chance of
describing geog raphically significant patte rns. To have asked individuals
to delineate regions from graphic patterns, and a lso to d eprive them of the
benefit of readable place-names would have redu ced the study to one of
recognizing pattern without necessarily seeing w hat it meant. That would
have been a nother studv with a different aim.
Subjects were intervie\ved on their own but their comments were not
recorded \'erbatim. Although detailed notes were ke pt of the thinkingaloud sessions, it must be acknowledged that these may be partial and
~e l ective. Jn one case a map reader offered a sketch map of the regions he
had d ev ised, but in oth er cases it has proved possib le to reconstruct such a
map. In re trospect, pe rhaps it would have been w iser to ask a ll respondents to reconstruct their regional division on a p iece of tracing paper or
film of exactly the same size, to avoid any sus picion that inability to create
freehand copies might distort the conclusions. This delineation o f regions
shou ld be d one with the topogra phic map at hand, so tha t memorization
can be eliminated as a factor. This act of inte rpreting regions to reveal
unkno,,..·ns tends to be at the inte ns ive " private" interaction node between
map user and map (MacEachren, 1995, Fig. P.Il l. 1, p.358).**
1. All nine map readers scanned their maps several times making several
trials of a regiona l division. Two of them missed some significant detail.
One, a ca rtographic researcher and map librarian, strayed into cartographic technicalities and details of the specification rathe r than concentrating on the landscape. The one w ho was least experienced spent much
more time looking a t some d etail, missing others.
2. All nine used terms from the geographical vocabu la ries they commanded. Some features were given names from type localities, e.g. fjord,
fells, garden city. A ll used a rich lis t of adjectives to qualify featu res: hvo
d imensiona l s ha pe a nd three-dimensiona l morpho logical qu alifiers being
the most common. Some terms were very s pecific to landscape description, e.g. ,iccidented relief, mature valley (a Oavisian term), organized
nc tvvorks. Rela tively complex concepts s uch as relief, enclosure, clearance,
and settleme nt were ty pically em p loyed. O thers su ch as good walking
country arc personal, idiosyncratic or priva te, meaning much to the
indi,·id uJ I concerned. A va ried selection of terms \-vere employed to
describe location, d istribution a nd a rra ngeme nt fro m the re lative ly simple
clustered and e\'enly distributed to focused, radiating and inte rdigitated.
3. All map readers linked small features such as those appea ring in the
legends o f maps into larger chunks often re lating land use to physical
features. These include ,·alley bush on the Kidd's Beach map, for the
p reva lence of a type of forest surviving along va lleys in a repeating
pattern over w ide areas. Ano the r more complex exa mple was the recognition o f areas aro und \' illages where the fo rest had been cut back, noticed
on the Bel gian map, although in this case there a ppears no English term
for this. Ano the r recognized what he thought was a drumlin field on the
Ba varian map.

"... nil but two of the geographers ·were fnmi linr with the
geogrnplry of the cou ntry whose
mnps they were rending ... "

"Th is net of i11terpreti11g regions
to reveal 1111k11owns tends to be
nt tire intensive "private"
i11ternctio1111ode between map
user n11d map. "

RES ULTS

"Relatively complex concepts
such as relief e11clos11re, clenrn11ce, n11d settlement were
typically employed."
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+
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Stra tegies employed by map readers
Main regions
identified,
then subdivided

+

+

+

+

Distinctive regions,
then others

+

Physical regions, then
human regions

+

Notes: Y =Yes very much, + = yes, - = not much, o =not

Tnl•lc 1. S11 111111nry of Results of Regw11nl Dh·isitm 011 Mn11>

"Three out of nine geographers
made extensive use of concepts
external to the map. "

4. Three out of nine geographers made extensive use of concepts external
to the map. These were the individ u als with the longest experience of
map use. They freq uently speculated on explanations for patterns and
associations observed on the map. For example, indu strial history was
invoked to d ifferentiate the dense valley-bo ttom settlement on the
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Lancashire / Yorkshire border with ·w ater-power sites for 18th century
textile production. The same very experienced map user pointed out the
route\·v ays through the Pennine hillcountry diminished the sharp distinction between Lancashire and Yorkshire by pe rmitting movement along
lines of communicatio n . The very experienced geographer reading the
Kidd's Beach map saw evidence of White planning for Blacks in the
imposition of a planned landscape, wiping out a trad itio nal economic/
cultural landscape of no sig nificance for the White dominated political
economy.

5. All of the nine map users \.Vere from time to time attracted to unusu al or
curious details on their sheets. Examples range from two or three very
small, but obviously locally important hills rising from the otherwise flat
allu\·ial plain intersected by the Waimakariri, to the outlier of the steel
industry separated from the main industrial region on the Belgian frontier
with France, to the deep and narrow waterless channel across the alluvial
fan on the B:lvarian map wh ich suggested sub-glacial water flo w.

"All of the nine map users were
fro m ti111e to time attracted to
unus11nl or curious details on
their sheets."

6. On ly four out of the nine acknowledged and displayed knowledge of
the area on the maps they were reading. They also spent some time
searching for features they expected to encounter. Of these four, one knew
the city of Johannesburg but had not looked a t this map, but rather like the
air traveler arriv ing a t a familiar place expected to be able to see the site of
Sophia town, a Bl<lck tovvnship demolished under apartheid. Another who
had just visited Barcelon<l for the second time in three months looked for
the Pare Gua ll designed by Gaudi, the five motorway rings around the city
and the area "where the bourgeoisie li ve" on the hills Clbove the Autonomous University, which she had visited. The third had visited the region
by bicycle in her childhood and could obviously recall those journeys and
landscapes. The l;:ist expected to find an escarpment but was frustrated by
the industrialization v<hich obscured the rather discontinuous feature.
7. Three strategies can be discerned among the nine when their approach
to regionalization is examined:
(a) Decide main regional divisions at the outset and then fill in the detail,
subdividing some of their main regions when distinct subdivisions were
perceived. The process tended to be iterative, beginning with a rough
division which was someti mes modified in detail. Tracing the bound aries
of regions by hand was often a component of the map-reading exercise.
One subject drew a sketch map to conclude his account. This group
included both very experienced and less experienced map users. (5
subjects.)
(b) Look for physical regions first and then switch to other criteria on
which to base the regional division. The sole subject to use this method
(preferred by Garnett, 1935) arrived at the same conclusion as the a uthor
of this paper, who was observing and prompting.
(c) Isolate the most distinctive area, •vhich was generally rather smaller
and certainly less typical of the map as a whole. Then return to the
apparently more typical and homogeneous area to find that it could be
subdi\·ided, and sometimes subdivided again. Those who employed this
strategy included the most and the least experienced. The most experienced map user began by identify ing the region he happened to have

'Three strategies cn11 be discerned nmong the 11i11e when
their nppronch to
regionalization is examined ... "

cartographic perspectives
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studied on the ground, being drawn straight away to it before noticing
what was depicted elsewhere. (3 subjects)
CONCLUSIONS

"A direct knoil'ledge of the
grou 11d may prove helpful, but
too much may be a handicap."

IMPLICATIONS

"Cartographic k11owledge as
such 11eeds to be defined more
clearly and may be less relevant
than geographical k11owledge to
success in map reading."

1. Experienced map users sought to "see the wood from the trees" or

distinguish the salient patterns.
2. Experienced map users who continued to use a rich geographical
vocabulary for features at different scale levels appear to get more from
the map.
3. Experienced map users made more use of larger, more complex chunks.
This is in line with the suggestion of Gilhooly et al (1988) that the underlying schemas of more highly skilled map users were richer and more
complex.
4. The most experienced map users employed concepts external to the
map itself, which deepened their understanding of the landscapes represented on the maps. See Kulhavy et al (1992).
5. Any map user, whether experienced or not, can be distracted by unusual, exceptional details.
6. A direct knowledge of the ground may prove helpful, but too much
may be a handicap.
7. No simple relationship between experience and region-dividing
strategy was seen. This may reflect differences between the landscapes on
the maps used.
This qualitative survey generally bears out how important expertness is in
map reading and vindicates the views expressed in military map-reading
manuals (see Board, 1984 references to War Office). Further research is
required to disaggregate the effects of expertise and ground knowledge. It
would be wise to restrict the test maps to those of one series in one country. This would make it easier to control the type of map-using training
and experience. It must be admitted that some areas are more easily
divided into regions than others, providing another argument for further
testing on the same map. This would allow one to see whether there were
still different strategies in regional division.
Given that one were able to distinguish behveen the more experienced
and the less experienced map users, degree of knowledge of the area on
the map might be another factor to take into account in a further study.
While establishing the degree of map-using experience would require
some in-depth interviewing, knowledge of the area is probably simpler to
determine. However, such knowledge may be from direct field experience, or solely second-hand from documentary sources. This could be a
further factor to take into account in selecting map users. It might also be
valuable to establish whether subjects in a future study had previously
undertaken such a regional division on maps. Cartographic knowledge as
such needs to be defined more clearly and may be less relevant than
geograph ical knowledge to success in map reading. By this is meant a
knowledge of mapping beyond the understanding of what symbols and
lettering styles signify. That those \.vho are expert have acquired considerable cartographic knowledge may have no bearing on reading and interpreting maps.
If the division of areas into landscape regions is regarded as helpful
(e.g. to provide strata for surveys at a more detailed level) it is worth
examining more closely the overall strategies adopted by map users in
regionalization. If it could be shown that one strategy of regional division
was more common than another, one might with greater confidence
advise those who wish to generate visualizations from GIS's millions of
complex combinations to begin with an examination of a detailed topo-
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graphic map as a precursor to the selection of variables from a data base.
One could rely on a formula such as those formerly used by textbooks on
map interpretation, e.g. Garnett (1935, pp. 9 & 25) d ea ling with the physica l features first, then the human responses to the m followed by the
regional synthesis. Resea rch might show that an ano ther approach would
s uggest a more effective way of selecting s ignificant va riables.

"One could rely 011 n formula . .
dealing with the physical
fentu res first, then the humnn
responses to them followed by
the regional synthesis."

Board, C. 1984. Higher-order Map-using Tasks: Geographical Lessons in
Danger of Being Forgotten. Cnrtogrnphicn, 21(1) 85-97.
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2. Belgium. lnstitut Geographique National. Carte Topographique d e
Belgique. 1:50,000. 71-72 Virton-Hou wald. 2nd edition . 1990.
3. Catalonia. Institut Cartografic de Catalunya. Mapa Comarcal de
Catalunya. 1:50,000. Barcelones i el seuentorn. 13.1994.
4. France. Institut Geographique National. 1:50,000 Serie Orange 3141
Carpentras. 5th edition. 1989.
5. Great Britain. Ordnance Survey. 1:50,000. Blackburn & Burnley sheet
103. First series 1973.
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**A classic instance of this process, albeit carried out under wartime
pressures, is the interpre tation of Germany's secret V weapon sites (Smith,
1957).
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What Do We Want to Know About
Map Use, Users and Use Environments
The editors orga nized a pane l on Map Use fo r the Association of Ame rica n
Geographe rs Annua l \1eeting in 1996. The persons appearing on the p ane l
we re selected because they re present diversity in terms of interests in the
broad realm of cartography and map use. Each panelis t was asked to
prepa re a 10 minute presentation addressing : " What is it we want to know
,1bout map use, users, and use environments?" And, "wha t insights can
yo u contribute to these questions based on you r research and observations?"
It was assumed that there would be a great amount of overlap in the
panel presenta tions. Rather, each author brought a un ique and insightfu l
pcrspecti,·e. Because the papers were refreshing ly u nique and of such
qu <tli ty we decided each paper shou ld sta nd by itself ra ther than be
blended together in a summa ry of a panel d iscussion. These three p a pers
g rew ou t of that panel discussion.

"... what insights can you
co11tribute to these questions
based 011 your research and
observations?"

}11111cs R. Cnrter n11d LI te f. Dy111011, Editors

Map Use Steps and Their
Data Quality Requirements
We want to b etter understand geo-info rmation p rod uc tion lines so tha t
we can represent data q u ality concerns on our m aps. And, we must be
concerned th at n ot only d o we get the right data to the user but that the
user gets th e data right. We n eed research to find optima l geo-information production li nes, to assess d ata quality, to lin k q uality to inte nded
uses, and to visu a lize the results in effecti ve ways. T his may involve
usi ng fuzzy a nd crisp symbols, or employ ing possibility and probability
values.
np rending is not nn isolated acti v ity . It is pa rt o f a query and a nswer
process tha t can be termed a gee-info rma tion produ ction line (figu re
I ). When we wa nt to solve some proble m w ith spatial implications we
collect spa tial information, presen t it in a visualized for m a nd by using the
resulting map we hope to get an a nswer to a proble m . The found ation of
this production line is for med by a number o f concepts such as a spherica l
ea rth, generalization, abstraction, etc.
Map designers should have an integrated vic vv· of the w hole geoinfor ma tion production li ne, because their ma ps should accommoda te
use rs' need to correctly we igh and inte rpre t the qua li ty of the visu a lized
data (figure 2). As noted in this model, cartographers should be avva re of
the nature of the da ta capture process as it a ffects da ta qua lity, and they
shou ld convey the nature of the d ata qua li ty. This might be done by
employing some objecti\'e quantifier like the number of samples or the
distance between scimple sites. The same can be said fo r the d ata analysis
process - \·vhen we combine data sets or transform them, aggregate them
or whatever - and here again we should indica te w hat happened to the
d nta qu ality. The users shou ld not onl y be in fo rmed about the quality o f

M

Ferjan Ormeling
Geography Oepart111en t
Utrech t University
The Netlierla11ds
or111eli11g@frw.ru 11.11!

INTRODUCTION

"Map readi11g is . .. part of a
query and anszver process that
can be termed a geo-i11for matio11
productio11 li11e."
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Figure 1. Geo-/11for111atio11 prod11ctio11 li11e (/1_11 A. Ltirl'ink, 1111p11blis/red)

Geoinformatics production line - - - - Query

Data --+Data . --+Data . --+ Visualized
capture
processmg
analysis
products

objective

o bjective

quality
quantifyer

quality
quantifyer

Answer

Figure 2. Fomrali:cd Gco-l11for111atio11 prod11ctio11 li11e

"What is still missing . .. is a
concordance between specific
quality visualization methods
and types of spatial information
use. "

the dataset as a whole, but also about local or regional anomalies in data
quality, because they may want to select locations, corridors or regions
that address specific requirements. To represent data quality, cartographers might classify map item s as fuzzy or crisp, or employ possibility or
probability values. Various techniques for visualizing data quality information have bee n developed by cartographers (see Van der Wei, et. al.,
1994).
To visualize accuracy of ratio-scale attribute data it is possible, for
instance, to use differences in size; in order to show the accuracy of
nominal data both color hue, orientation, texture or pattern would be
suitable. These variables can either be rendered in a separate map presented next to the main map, or can be integrated with the main map thus combining variables showing the contents - such as color hue - and
variables showing the accuracy of the contents. It will make a difference
whether these variables indicating data quality are used in a static or in a
d ynamic environment (Hootsmans, 1996). What is still missing in the
research results cartographers have come up with is a concordance between specific quality visualization methods and types of spatial information use.
This concern with the visualization of data quality is just part of the
more general issues: "how to get the user the right information", as well

I
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as "ho\"'' to make sure the user gets the information right". Few persons in
geo-information, including cartographers, seem to realize that both of
these tasks are equally important. It can be modeled with the modified
geo-information production line in figure 3.

Geoinformatics production line - - - - -

Query

_____,. Data
____...Data
____...Data
____... Visualized
captu re
processing
analysis
products

objccll\c

objective
quali1y
1den1if)Cr

4u.1l11~

uknlll)t:r

+_ __

t

Answer

' Uitability
indicator

___.j

utility
identifvcr

f

vi ... m.1Ji~at 1on

requirement'

t

- - - - >pa1ial t.lec1,ion
1ask'
F1'\11r,· 3 . .\·l1•dilit•d (om111/i:cd Geo-illjim1111tim1 prod11clio11 lim• ltak111g 11cco1111/ of i'is1111/i:at1011
rcq111rc111c11/;; of ;pnl111/ dcn>i011 making tasks!

Whether the information on the map is right should not only be d ecided
by objective qua li ty identifiers, but also by the kind of task to be performed with the information. This task will call for a specific visualization
method, and the kind of use of the resulting image will determine the
utility of the information with a s pecific objective quality. So the question
wou ld be, for example, how important is it, fo r a specific application, that
the data are only 97% correct or that more than a third of the data points
on the map are more than 5 m from their actu al position in the field?
To ascertai n these utility or suitabili ty val ues we need to research all
types of uses of visualized spatial informatio n: what do people actually do
w ith the visu<1l ized spatial informati on when they need to make d ecisions?
If they want to know the situation at a specifi c point, their visualization
requirements wou ld be different from w he n they wish to see overall
trends; when they want to compa re themes, requirements will be different
from when they want to use the map for orientation.
If data qua lity is defined as fitness for use, then objective quality
measures, like probability (for crisp classes) or possibility (for fuzzy
classes) are not enough, but should be linked to some utility measure,
showing or evaluating the desirability that data are up to standards for a
specific use of the data. Spatial data uses may be identified in broad
categories such as management, reference, navigation, e tc. Each of these
broad uses can be broken down into single actions or steps, su ch as locate,
com pare, count, estimate, e tc. Each step w il l have its own requirements;
for each map use step a specific image quality will have a specific utility.
For a specific step a map with a regional probability value o f 0.8 might be
desirable for reading off suitable point loca tions. A land cover ma p with
an overall possibility value o f 0.7 might still be adequate to serve as a basis

"... what do people actually do
with the visualized spatial
information when they need to
make decisions?"
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"Whether it actually is suitable
would depend on the accuracy
or data quality requirements for
the individual map use steps."

"If we cnn 111ake certain the user
or customer gets the right
information, and gets this
infor ma tion right as well ... "
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for land use planning. Whether it actually is suitable would depend on the
accuracy or data quality requirements for the individual map use steps.
A map use task like navigating will consist of steps like: orient map,
locate position, identify destination, determine route requirements, find
optimal route, mark route, select landmarks, check landmarks, and verify
destination. High absolute accuracy will be important for both finding the
position and the destination on the map. For optimal route finding or for
checking landmarks only relative accuracy is relevant.
The relevance of this subdivision into map use steps would be to adapt
the visualized information to the task at hand. An interactive map use
environment might enable us to change the map image as soon as tasks
requiring specific data quality have been performed. This could have
important implications for guided interactive map use exercises - as soon
as correct answers have been given to specific questions, the data quality is
adapted to the next question. Even when browsing, the data quality could
be set to specific use modes, and the relevant quality concerns for that
specific map use mode would be visualized.
Aspects of data quality other than fuzziness (similarity to the core of a
fuzzy set) can be ambiguity (a measure of the difference between most
likely and the second possibility), credibility (indicates the stability of
boundaries of fuzzy spatial sets) or boundary certainty. When I want to
locate boundaries between phenomena, I would like to use a quality map
showing boundary certainty, probably represented wi th achromatic
variables. When I would be more interested in identifying core areas then I
would opt for visualization of fu zziness or ambiguity. In many cases I
would expect to get a better opportunity for identifying core areas in an
interactive display environment by using animated techniques - by
manipulating fuzziness dispersion values with a slide bar for instance.
So it is not only the type of information and its quality which will
influence possibilities for use, but also the nature of the steps in the use of
the map. If we can make certain the user or customer gets the right information, and gets this information right as well, then we have provided not
only the map as our final product, but the whole geo-information production line with added value.
The types of research called for here consists of finding the optimal geoinformation production lines, assessing data quality, linking these to the
intended uses, and visuali zing the results. Whether data quality visualization methods will ever be applied depends on the desire and willingness
of map users to consider information on differences in data quality. For
users, it is a question of perceived relevance. For those of us in the geoinformation production process it is a matter of demonstrating the relevancy of data quality indicators as well as determining how to represent
those differences in data quality.
R.M.Hootsmans - Fuzzy sets and series analysis for Visual decision
Support in Spatial Data Exploration. PhD Thesis, Utrecht University 1996.
Van de r Wei, F.J.M., R.M.Hootsmans and F.J.Ormeling, Visualization of
data quality. Chapter 11 in A.M. MacEachren and D.R.F. Taylor, (eds.),
Visu11lizntio11 in modem cnrtogmplry. Modern Cartography series, Volume 2,
Oxford: Pergamon Press 1994.
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Map Use - Perspectives in Geographic
Undergraduate Education

The author introduces junior-level students with no background to
various tasks involving maps, computer mapping and GIS as part of a
project called Urban World. A concern is how to evaluate the student's
learning as well as the products the students produce, whether on paper
or electronically. Three challenges are posed to the cartographic community. What can we offer in terms of map reading strategies? Do we have
guidelines for good cartographic practice and helpful hints about map
design? What research has there been on the complexities of the individualistic analysis and decision-making that are major elements of the
spatial reasoning process?

I address
the question of 'what do we wan t to know abou t map use,
map users, map use environments' in only one context, that of geogra-

Derek Thompson
Geography Department
University of Maryland
College Park, MD

INTRODUCTION

phy unde rgrad uate education. The particular context for me is an upper
division course in urban geography. It is a course undergoing major
revision from a lecture format to an active, a uthentic learning environment. (1) This course has no pre requisites and therefore students may
ha ve had no exposure to cartography nor geography.
Focusing on this one s ituation makes the discussion more tangible and
focused, especially by putting the discussion in the context of real uses of
maps and spatial data, an d facilitates the identification of issues and
particular needs. 1 assume that some of the characteristics of this context
w ill be found in other use environments such that my remarks can be seen
to be genera l as well as specific to the pedagogic application.
The population of users a re students undertaking several different kinds
of tasks involving maps as part of an assignment that g uides them towa rds an improved understand ing of a geograp hy topic, in my case, the
characteristics of metropolises. The students are cartographically naive
ju nior-level students (from several different disciplines), having no prior
work w ith maps, nor use of computer mapping no r GIS softw are.

A PROFILE OF THE Y1AP USE
ENVIRONMENT

The sh1dents are required to do four main kinds of cartographic tasks:
- interpret maps already made for topics such as demographic characteristics and land use,
- make thematic maps as part of a process of analyzing geog raphic
patterns of demographics, housing, or other conditions,
- make thematic maps representing quite specific requirements for an
assigmnent, for example factors influencing transit use for the catchment area of a rail station, and
- express ideas about mapped geographic distributions as schematic
mental maps, for example the spatial patte rns in a metropolis of
different social groups.

"The students are cartographically naive junior-level students

As pa rt of their work students encounter many kinds of maps and types
of spatial data. Some tasks involve count data, s uch as the number of
elderly (v.·ho may be regarded as one element of the transit dependent
population), and someti mes norming to percentages or densities, espe-

"
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"... students have to quickly
appreciate what types and sen/es
of maps are appropriate for
given situations . .. "

AN ADDITIO!'\AL DlME!'\SION
OF EVALUATION
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cially where the spatial units, be they blocks, block-groups, or tracts, are
quite varied in size. An appreciation for the spatial variations in land use
is facilitated by visualization of land value surfaces or other devices to
reveal gradients of change. Flow and network maps a re important for
showing transit facilities, and for gravity model p redictions. Choropleth
maps resulting from the calculation of composite indicators are important
for conveying the geographic distribution of transit captives.
The map use tasks are quite varied; students ha ve to quickly app reciate
what types and scales of maps are appropriate for given situations as well
as elements of bias, perception, alternative representations, data quality,
and so on. But the user environment has additional important characteristics: the likelihood that many maps will be made in a short period in the
digital environment; that the intent of making maps is to facilitate map
data analysis; and that all activities are part of a spatial reasoning process.
Students are asked to make conclusions or present evidence for solving a
problem. Map interpretation and data analysis are of higher priority than
map creation as an end-product, although students are required to create
maps to represent some aspects of data and those which are expressions of
their own ideas.
There is, though, a complication. The map use is undertaken in a setting
which requires eva luation of student learning. For the pedagogic context
the instructor must:
l. evaluate the specific products created by the student, either hard-

copy maps or electronic versions;
2. evaluate the student progress in learning the geographic content, but
because this involves use and creation of maps and working w ith
spatia l data, then it becomes necessary to
3. assess the contamination of the learning progress by any inability on
the part of the student to acquire the necessary practical cartographic
skills.

"Urban World . .. is a project to
create a11 active learning enviro11111e11t, engaging students in
111ap data analysis ... "

For the first of these a practical need is a set of gu idelines, or even
standards, to assess map design in a context. For the second of these there
is no explicit ca rtographic concern, but for the last it is necessary to evaluate progress with the acquisition of map use and map creation skills.
This general concern is motivated by the requirements of a real project,
funded by the United States Department of Education, called Urban World .
(2) It is a project to crea te an active learning environment, engaging
students in map data analysis as they learn urban geography with the aid
of digital resources. Given that the funding is from the Education Department, through the Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education, there is a requirement to do formative and summative evaluations.
There is, therefore, consideration of how to undertake student performance assessment. It is quite interesting and intriguing to note to an
audience of cartographers, who will readily appreciate the vocational
value of a record of cartographic products kept in a folder, that the idea of
a portfolio is increasingly favored by educational assessors as a vehicle for
performance assessment. (3) A portfolio is a purposeful assembly of
s tudent work that tells the story of student achievement or g rowth. Not all
work is saved or eva luated, but enough, perhaps chosen to meet different
purposes, that reveals the level of attainment with specific ski lls, and the
progress through the semester between the entry and exit skill levels. The
portfolio is more than an aid to revealing skills to prospective employers;
it is used as an integral part of the instruction and evaluation process. As
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such it is believed to be a novelty for most geography classes; a literature
search has not revealed any other instances of the use of portfolios.
As l move into the implementation of my different learning environment,
Urban World, I see three areas where I say to cartographers that I need
help. First of all, how do I establish initial levels of visualization and
spatial reason ing skills, and monitor progress in building these skills? ls
there any standard battery of tests that I can use? What research is there
that might help, for example research on map reading strategies, as well as
resea rch about the receptivity of students to interactive mapping. My own
searches have not revealed any authenticated sets of test questions for
visualization and spa tial skills for a geography context. Therefore, for my
own immediate purposes I have begun the creation of an on-line instrument to collect background information via a series of maps and connected
questions, evaluating simple skills like measuring distance, identifying
steep g radients, or comparing maps.
Second, the project will create a knowled ge base that students can draw
on as a resou rce, either under specific directions or using their own
initiative, to obtain guidance as to what kind of map to make, what data
preparation might be necessary, or which operational procedures, e.g.
software tools, are needed. As part of this I seek guidance as to the existence of a collection of examples of good cartographic practice, and helpful
hints about map design. Perhaps the on-line system will in time have
intelligent assistants, or resources can be tapped via the World Wide Web.
Third, I see the need for a record-keeping process, a way to capture
some of the "back-of-the-head" rules used in the process of working with
the maps, whether with an element of formality associated \Ni th hypothesis testing or more intuitive learning by trial and error. Such metadata are
im portant contextual information at different stages of the spati al reasoning process. V\lhat research has there been on the complexities of the
individualistic analysis and decision-making that arc major elements of
the spatial reasoning process?

SOME REAL

EEDS

My rcm,1rb about what we want to know about map use, map users, and
map use environments have emphasized the particulars of what may be a
somewhat specialized use domain. Yet this context has led me to raise a
number of issues and issue some challenges which in time may lead to
interesting research avenues. There are both practical and intellectual
matters. For the practical, for my Urban World project this means ascertaining what exists today regarding standard tests for assessing map use
skills and the creation of portfolios. From an intellectual viewpoint it
means stri\•ing to understand the complexities of map use as part of a
spatial reasoning process supported by a digital environment where the
geographic content is the critical element, but for which the practical
cartographic skills must be adequate for the task at hand.
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1

Among many publications on active learning, I refer to only a bibliography by James Eison, Ellen Stevens, and Charles Bonwell, The Center for
Teaching Enhancement, University of South Florida, Tampa, FL, February
1994, "Involving College and University Students Through Active Learning."
2

Details about Urban World can be found in Derek Thompson et.al.,
"Towards a framework for learning with geographical information
systems: the case for Urban World, a hypermap learning environment
based on GIS," forthcoming in Transactions in GIS, 1997, 2(2).
' Two short articles oriented to the practice of portfolio-based performance
assessment are: Judith A. Aster, Vikki Spandel, and Ruth Culham, "Portfolios for Assessment and Instruction," ERIC Digest (EDO-CG-95-10), 1995;
and Richard J. Stiggins, "Design and Development of Performance Assessments," an instructional module from the National Council on Measurement in Education, Fall 1987, pp. 33-40.
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User Interface Studies in the
Virtual Map Environment
With the acceleration of interactive virtual map use and the p roliferation
of such mapmaking softw are, we need to learn much m ore about how
interactive electronic media and animated map en vironments influence
the communication of cartographic information. When assessing the
communicative value of maps in any given en vi ronment where animation and other virtual maps are u sed, I argue that the interfa ce itself
becomes a significant factor in the use of the map, or map sequences. We
need a revitalized an d expanded role fo r a user-oriented or a userinterface form of research, not too dissimilar to the shifts in research
e m ph asis u ndertake n by cartographers with th e first wave o f automation .

Jeffrey S. Torguson

cartographers, geogra phers, and others promoting the map as a
T oprimary
vehicle o f communicn ting spatial information and analysis,

INTRODUCTION

the question of how to contend with and best utili ze the increasingly more
powerful information technology and associated distribution techniques is
ever persistent. Observing the impact of the computer technology on the
mapping process during the 1960's and 1970's led Morrison (1974) to
conclude that the technological expansion was a major catalyst forcing
cartographe rs to be introspective about how m aps communi cate information. t\o\'\' with the current proliferation of increasingly powerful microcomputers in education, government, business, and industry, much of the
spatial information is portrayed and distributed in some form of virtual
map, as defined by Moellering (1980). Once again we need to become
introspective about m ap communication issues relative to the newer
mapping environments.
The current "hot venues" for these virtual maps include electronic
iltlases, electronic encycloped ias, and the World Wide Web. These venues
often incorporate map a nimation sequences and other multimedia components, a nd are increasing ly including features which allow fo r the map
reader to control ma ny animation functions and interact w ith the map /
atlas environmen t to exert some control over the display. When assessing
the communicati\·e \'alue of maps in any given environment where
anim ation and other virtual maps are used, I would argue that the interface itself (i.e., how to "operate" the map) becomes a significant factor in
the use of the ma p, or m<1p sequences. Thus, in terms of what we would
like to know, 1contend that we need a revitalized and expanded role for
the user-oriented or a user-inte rface form of research as one a ppropriate
a\·enue of inquiry given the litera l explosion of virtual map use, particula rl y with increasing ly interactive map anima tion.
The ' user-oriented a pproach' is used by Gilmartin (1992) and othe rs as a
ca tch-all phrase to incorporate all aspects of cognitive and perception
based research. ln tradi tional user-oriented resea rch, map components
ilnd /or whole maps are used as stimuli to test the map viewer's (the
percipient's) reactions or perceptions. The menta l and psychophysical
responses are measured by the researche r, and ultimately the maps'
communicative power is assessed and hope fully enhanced by this line of
inquiry. Most past perception studies are appropriately specific in isolating a sing le va riable, s uch as simple circle size in a proportiona l symbol
map, \·Vith other map c lements held as neutral and constant as possible.
The question is, can we now apply a more broad based user-orie nted test
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"... the i11te1face itself becomes
a significant factor in the use of
the map, or map sequences."
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"l 1111 i11111ted choropleth, isoline,

flow, and m0Pi11g sy111bol 1naps
ncross a wide variety of liu111an
a11d physical geography
topics . .. "

"... broader user i11te1face
studies should tra11sl11te to nny
user-em•iro11111e11t thnt employs
the 1111i11111ted 11111p."
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in these new environments, where the means to control or interpret an
animated map, for example, is so depende nt on the integrated relationship
between many of the map elements (e.g., the s tatic and temporal legends,
the means to pause, slow down, speed up, reverse direction, etc.)?
In a research project I wanted to measure the degree of v iability or
impact that the animated map would have on the e lectronic atlas environment, particularly w he n the electronic a tlas wou ld be used in an educational setting. I developed a series of map a nimation sequences using a
constant base map, consistent map element placements, but varied the
themes and thematic map types. I animated chorople th, isoline, flow, and
moving symbo l maps across a wide variety of human and physical
geography topics in o rde r to e mulate some of the bread th of a thematic
atlas. I the n tested the user reactions using a semantic differentia l test to
quantify their subjective reactions to the maps, and a lso gave them a brief
geography quiz to ascertain what kind of geographic information was
being communicated. During the tes ti ng, I a lso monitored the interactive
control functions as to the number of starts, stops, pauses, animation
speed, and number o f viewing times for each of the sequences, which were
used as a measure of perceived ma p complexity. In all, I vvas able to test
nearly 500 map-to-map user communications and interactions (Torgu son,
1993).
Originall y, 1 set out to examine the relationship between the s ubjective
reactions o f the map users a nd the amoun t of geographic informa tion that
was communicated from these animated maps while emulating an
ed ucational " laboratory" setting. In the process, among other things, it
was fo und that there was no statistically significant relationship beh.veen
subjective impressions of the maps and how well students were ab le to
glean geographic information from the map. This fact is good news for
those using map s in educational settings, where student enthusiasm for
maps, even animated ones, and geography in general \·aries considerably.
Unintentio nally, I also found that in this study I was testing a nd qualitati vely evalu ating the viabi lity of the entire u ser interface of the animated
atlas system. For example, the relatively high scores that resulted on
questions that required viewing and interacting w ith both the static and
temporal legends, as well as use of the interactive control functions,
s uggested that the functional and positional configuration of the controls
and legends was accomplished in a practicable manner.
Because most animated map environments (animation software packages, atlases, and media players) have simila r control functions, broader
user interface studies should translate to any user-en vironment that
e mploys the animated map. Further, other microcomputer environments
tha t use "interactive" map domains, such as query based encyclopedias
and World Wide Web/ Internet applications (Peterson, 1996), as well as
many scripted or directed softwa re packages (Monmonier, 1992), could
benefit from such s tud y. ArcView, wh ich contains both menu and scripted
interfaces, is a good example o f a n application that is being used more
frequently by both cartog raphers and non-cartographers. Th is increased
use can be seen (for example) in the adoption of ArcView as the state
s tandard for " presentation GIS" in Wisconsin (Koch, 1996).
Many cartographers develop map-related packages such as atlas and
e ncyclopedia s hells us ing prog ramming languages wh ich facili tate graphics user interface design a nd development, such as Visual Basic. For
example, I recently released a beta version of a Cartogram Generation
Program for Windows. Jn th is program, the user interactive ly creates
contiguous value-by-a rea cartograms. To address the interface issues, I
may opt not only to test the viability of the software interface, but a lso to
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utilize a user-oriented study to compare manual and computer generated
cartograms in regards to cartogram accuracy, the time it takes to complete
a cartogram, and perhaps even cartogram aesthetics. Note that Visual
Basic is becoming an increasingly popular programming language in both
commercial mapping and educational environments (Slocu m and Yoder,
1996). Cartographers and software developers using Visual Basic could
benefit from user interface studies, because there are scores of possible
menu, icon, and interactive / dynamic map display combinations which
can lead to a potentially non-intuitive user interface.
DiBiase et. al. (1992) have suggested that with a quarter century of
experience with perception testing, cartographers may now be more
prepared than ever to study map animation commu nication. And with
the acceleration of interactive virtual map use and the proliferation of such
mapmaking software, user-oriented testing can also apply to electronic
atlases and encyclopedias, scripted and menu driven software packages
that are increasingly being used by non-cartographers, and new software
programs that are being developed by the cartographic community.
Obviously, we need to know much more about how interactive electronic
media an d animated map environments influence the communication of
cartographic information.
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The organizing framework for Exploring Geographic Information
Systems by NicholJs Chrisman
looks at the subject in five ways simultaneously: as a technical problem, an empowering application, a
scientific endea\'or, an academic
pursuit, and as a social necessity.
Chrisman suggests that a GIS can
be approached from any one of
these, but one by itself is not adequate. He presents the diversity
of GIS with c1 nested scheme of 6
rings, grouped into 3 parts of the
book. Part 1 co\·ers Measurement
(chapters 1 and 2), and Representation (chapter 3). Part 2 covers Operations (chapters 4 through 8) and
Transformations (chapter 9). Part 3
looks at the broader context of GIS,
from the Institutional (chapter 10)

and the Social and Cultural Context (chapter 11 ). As mentioned in
the preface, the author has over 12
years of teaching experience in the
subject area and believes it is important to focus on critical thinking
in his courses, "confronting rea l dilemmas, not simplified examples
or abstract theories." This is d efinitely the case in this book. The examples, and the technical descriptions, are both ve ry thorough. The
book has many references to prior
methods of cartography, as well as
suggestions for the user about con\·ersions, databases, and cartographic representation of data.
Part 1: Building Blocks of Geographic Information
In Part 1 the author covers measurement and representation. He
suggests that the process of geographic measurement (the first
ring) requires choices that can be
organized as measurement frameworks. The measurement framework differences best ex plain, he
says, the technical choices o f represen tation (the second ring). Measurement and representation
strongly influence operations
(third ring). Transformations, the
fourth ring, is the conversion from
one measurement framework to

Context
organizes views.

Context
provides goals.
Social and Cultural Context

I
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another. With this hierarchy of
rings, Chrisman shows that each
ring builds on decisions made at
the lowe r or "simpler" levels. He
also shows that GIS is more than
jus t vectors, rasters, a nd linkages
to attributes a nd promotes the
critical details of Stevens' scheme
of nominal, ordinal, inte rval and
ratio measurements. Chrisman
points to gaps in Stevens' scheme
when applied to GIS and provides
three reference systems as examples: Temporal (has an origintime to call zero), Spatial (the brief
introduction brings out the complexity of this level of measurement), and attribute (includes
Stevens' plus several more).
Chapter 1 starts with the innermost ring in the 6-ring diagram of
GIS-Measurement. Chrisman defines geographic information
(Chrisman rarely uses GIS, rather
the reference "geographic information"), reviews the conventional
approach to measurement, and introduces reference systems for
measurements of time, space, and
attributes. He starts the chapter
with a good description of map use
including: civi l engineering, cartography, surveying and the introduction of g lobal positioning systems
(GPS). An important point is made
about the te ndency to cling to the
printed map as a model for digital
development. This, Chrisman
points out, has been a large barrier
to GIS progress. He goes on to provide a definition for GIS and cites
the general definition \-V'idely accepted by Dueker and Kjerne 1989.
Hmve\'er, he adopts the follmving
definition for the perspective of
this book: GIS-The organized activity by which people: measure, represent, operate, and transform geographic phenomena. Each of these
activities is expanded upon in the
book. The conventional view of
measurement is also detailed.
Chapter 2 deals extensively with
Measurement Frameworks, which
are the set of rules for measure-
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ment. An c'ample, taken from the
book, is that of the geogra phical
matrix. Basically a geographic object such as a city or s tate, has attributes. Chrisman then goes on to
examine the three components of
geographic information: time,
space and attribute. He describes
each as they serve as control, while
one of the others (e.g. space) can be
measured. Additionally, he suggests that, in geogra phic relationships, there are composites, indirect measurements, choropleth,
and te mporal that <lre all measurements frameworks for geographic
information.
Chapter 3 describes the translation of measurement schemes into
practical systems of representation.
Substantial treatment of the conversion from paper maps to digital
for m (e.g. hardcopy maps into the
compute r-d igiti zing / scanning) is
g iven. Chri sman discusses the details of representations of geog raphi c information. Not just vector and raster differences and digitizing, but a lso com puter sto rage
explained with bits, bytes, intege rs,
floating point, and double precision reprcsent,1tion. Ho\\'ever technical this mc1y be to the reader, it
pro,·ides a \'Cry good understanding of data representation. For example, a remotely sensed image,
w hi ch is a con tinuous measureme nt, may be rescaled into a range
from 0 to 255 to be coded as an integer, thu s possibly losing data.
Chrisman gi\'es a very good description for vector and reintroduces the notion that the geographic informa tion and decisions
regarding the system should be tailored to the purpose of the project
o r e nterprise. The chapter includes
an in-depth discussion on digitizing including the pitfalls especially
w ith accuracy V<lria tions. To help
a\'ert this, quality control and data
checks are ex pl ained in regard to
topology and digitizing.
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Part 2: Operations and Transformations

Part 2 tackles the next two rings,
ope ra lio ns and transformations,
which comprise the majority of the
book. Chrisman d efines an operation, the third ring, as "the procedures that manipulate the information to construct new relationships
or to make new measurements"
the ana ly tical basis of GIS. When
an operation converts the information into a new measurement
framework, it is ca lled a transforma tion, the fou rth ring. The final
chapter o f this section presents
transformations as the culmination
of the operations from chapters 4
th rough 8. The first two rings,
measu rcment and representation,
occur in a specific order. However,
in operations and transformations,
the re is not as dear of a boundary.
The 3rd ring, operations, takes 5
chapters discussing groups of tools
in increasing complexity. Operations are the procedures tha t manipulate the information to construct new relatio nships or to make
new measurements. Special operations convert the information into
a new measurement framework, so
thev a re termed transformations.
The reade r must get the measurement framework reference that
Chris ma n is ma king, since it is referred to throughout the book,
starting with chapter 2. The definition given for measurement frameworks is "rules for control of other
components of a phenomenon that
permit measurement of one component - G IS has 3 components:
time, space and attribute. "
Chapter 4 starts with the m anipulation of attributes within one
geographic e ntity (i.e. cities). For
example. reducing and increasing
information content. Chrisman
points out the different affects, and
possibly additional data needed,
between decreasing and increasing
information content. Chapter -l
end s with a discussion of the interaction between attributes and spa-
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tial componen ts. An example is
given in converting detailed land
use categories to more generalized
urban I rural categories. From this
simple exa mple Chrisman sheds
light on the uses of aggregation
and isola tion and how certain categories ca n cause problems by not
fall ing neatly into two categories.
Cha pter 5 discusses overlay of
different geographic data sets, in
contrast to chapter 4, which deals
with analysis within a geographic
theme. The origi ns of the map
overlay procedure are described in
d e tail and the actu al overlay opera tion is explained for both raster
and vector mapping. Some history
on the debate beh.veen vecto r and
raster is also provided. Various
uses of overlay are p resented su ch
as detecting d ifferences in land use
cha nge over time. Chapter 5 details
taxono my o f overlay combinations, w hich are broken into th ree
g ro ups: d ominan ce rul es, con tribu tory rules, and interaction ru les.
This is a good description of the
process and the rules used to accomplish \'arious o\·erl ays. Several
\'ery good examples are gi,·en to
help the reader tackle overlay
problems.
Chapter 6 covers distance relationships such as vector buffers,
and distance fields for rasters. The
processes of how the buffers and
distance fields are created are explained and comparisons are given
for both. Voronoi diagram s, or as
many geogra phe rs are fa miliar
with-Thiessen polygons, are introduced at the end of the chapter.
This method is introduced as a
form of cont rol through relationships, ra ther than control by attribute or space as in vectors and
rasters respectively.
Chapter 7 describes neighborhood construction and the topology of surfaces. A challenge for the
student of geographi c info rmation
is given to ensure they understand
what a nd hO\v to u se the term: topology of the topography. In this
cha pter Chrisman provides a de-
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script ion o f how to compute re lationships on a surface. Also, neighbo rhood opera tions a re described
and compared to overlay p rocedures. The com p lexity of ne ighborh ood o pe ra tions is discussed leading to the construction of ne ighborh oods . This is followed by a comparison of vec to r and raste r neighbo rs, a nd fina lly we get taxono my
of ne ighborhood operations.
Cha pter 8 d eals w ith the last set
of opera tions: comprehe nsive ope rations. This includes neighborhoods, location-allocation me thod s, and s tatis tical ana lysis a nd
GIS. Th is chapter deals \N ith the
com p lex opera tions a C IS undertakes, taking into accou nt not only
the s urrou ndi ngs, but a lso what is
going on elsev,•here. The au thor
covers this complexity in three
parts in this chap ter: first with itera tive operations, w here the result a t one place can p ropaga te to
infl uence the resu lts e lsewhere.
The second grou p dea ls with location-alloca tion models, w here the
strategy is to fi nd the most p ractica l solu tion, possibly not the optimc1l o ne. The chapter concludes
1,vith a summary of the whole d istribution w ith sta tistical models.
Chapter 9, covers the 4th ring,
transformations o f informa tion
from one fo rm to another. This
cha pte r looks at past approaches to
tra nsformations in analy tical cartograph y, operations to transform
surface info rmation, and d evelops
taxonomy fo r transforma tions.
Chrisman admits that manv of the
opera tions p resented in the book
to this point could be cons idered
transforma tions, but th is chapter
foc uses on conve rsions between
measurement. Chrism an ca lculates
the re a rc 14-l transform ations fo r
the operations introd uced in his
book. Because of the large nu mbe r,
and mo~tly to make a point, he
onl \' dea ls \vi th su rface transformations in this chapter- a total of 16
transforma tions. A fevv good examples of transformations are
given a t the end o f the chapte r to
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he lp the reade r unde rs tand the
utility .

Part 3: The Broader Context
Pa rt 3 s ugges ts evaluating a CIS
not only on techni cal merit but also
how it meets the goals for the project. This section covers the measures of evaluation and the proced ures to implement a GIS. Pa rt 3
tries to focus on the purpose behind doing a GIS in the first place.
The fina l 2 rings a re explained to
the read er by covering the broad er
context of institutional, social and
cultura l issues with rega rd to geographic info rmation . Fi rst, in
Chap ter 10 the a uthor looks at the
process of e\'alu ati ng the operation
of a system and its im p lementation . Measu res tha t arc u sed to
evaluate geog raphic in form a tion
systems a re review ed , and a description o f d atabase d esign proced ures in im plementing geogra phic
informa tion syste ms is given .
The goa l of Cha pter 11 - Social
a nd Institu tional Contex t is to exami ne how the social and instituti onal context shapes and constrai ns the use of geogra phic in fo rma tion. Chrisman starts the cha pte r w ith a discussion on
mapmaking th roughou t h istory,
follmved by a section on the "geography of geogra phic in fo rma tion".
A d iscussion of how the need s fo r
geogra phi c informati on arose is
covered. Basic political probl ems
a re covered in this chapte r since
GIS often affect ma ny de partments. Information equ ity, access
and balance of com peting concerns
are addressed fro m this socia l context with re ferences to GIS.
Th e author's goa l is to have the
reader examine, an d explore G IS
based on a nested sche me of 6
rings. These progress from measurement, to rep resentation to operations & tra nsformations, to a n
institutiona l, socia l & cultural context. He de finitely covers these
rings and how they interre late. H e
shows their importa nce and uses
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their hierarchical structure for the
book's foundation . The technical
aspects of GIS are covered very
w ell, in order fo r the reader to
"m aster this powerfu l new technology". However, the book does
no t give as much depth to the final
two rings, Ins titutiona l, Social and
Cultura l Context, which is misleading when viewing the these
two la rge rings in the nested
sche me of rings diagra m.
Chrisman d oes info rm the read er
in the preface that the orga n izational views are missing from most
technical litera ture on GIS, and
tha t view is needed since a GIS is
d eveloped and mainta ined fo r a
reason . So to tha t end, even though
it is s pa rse, it is at least included .
To the a uthor's credit, the brevity
d oes not take away from the content; Ch risman packs a lot of information in the las t p art of the book.
Chri sm an d oes a good job o f
covering the breadth of GIS while
a lso providing the user w ith plenty
of references and technical d escriptions of GIS. The autho r does ad mit ea rly on that this is a book to
begin explo ra tion of GIS, not to
cover all as pects. How ever, this
book is not meant fo r users starting out w ith new d esktop GIS software. Even though the su ggestions
in it are very usefu l, the level of
technical knm..,·led ge is well bevond a business executi ve, or a
~ rim e analyst w ho may be using
GlS occasiona lly to answer sp atia l
questions. This book woul d bette r
serve a GIS a na lyst, studen t of geographic infor mation, or anyone
cha rged w ith imple menting or
main taining a GIS.
Th is book is unli ke many o the r
GIS books that focus on the peop le,
data, softwa re, hardwa re, and processes, or those that discu ss the potential uses of GIS. This book s tarts
w ith a detai led description of measu rements. The author gives a very
good descrip tion of the vector
mode l as it relates to GIS. H e a lso,
again, contrasts with ca rtogra phy
as well as dra ftin g or illus tration
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software. The book does a verv
good job at discussing measurements, and operations on data sets
(the first 4 rings), but just a small
portion of the book is spent on
people, and the social context required for a GIS. Chrisman wants to
get across the notion of exploring
GIS in his nested 6-ring context.
The concept seems very val id, however, the book seemed a little off balance with the highly technical sections on surfaces, and levels of measurement, and then the very light
touch on the institutional, social
and cultural context. I agree with
the author that many GIS books are
very technically slanted. However,
I doubt this book will be read, if not
only understood, by those other
than techni cally literate GIS/ computer I geography users.
As I have mentioned, the re are
extensive references to the cartographic processes, as well as several references to surfaces, which
help to make several key points in
the book. However, again the level
of detail and amount of information
on the technical side seems to make
the final two chapters out of place.
For example, Chrisman spends a lot
of space, reliltive to other topics, on
compression for raster images such
as the TIFF standard and quad trees.
The order of the material was
also presented slightly different
than other GIS books. The very technical topics first and than the broad
approach of GIS, where it fits,
evaluation, etc. are at the end. Even
in chapter 10: which cO\·ers eva lu ation and implementation, Chrisman
has a list of steps to implement a
GIS, and construction is of course
last, with assessment and analysis
for a system 1isted first.
I think the GIS terminology is
very well explained and many examples arc given. In addition, the
comparison to cartography is helpful to many geographers and cartographe rs. However, the connection to the decision-makers interested in the "broader context" may
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not be appropriate. This book is
heavily focu sed on surfaces, cartographic background, which may
not be suitable for many desktop
GIS users. However, I don't think
Chrisman intended it for the
masses of GIS users. It is a wonderful book for someone involved
with GIS, or intends on learning
more about geographic information.
The author has a web site encouraging continued exploration.
The web site is http: / I
www.wiley.com I college I
chrisman. It is a great site full of
content. It includes the book's table
of contents, a definition of GIS, the
book's index, and more.
Overall Chrisman meets his
goal of starting the reader on an
exploration of GIS. Very good examples are given as well as problems to look for during the implementation and technical phases of
a GIS. In addition, he makes connection from GlS to other fields, or
past processes to help the user understand a concept. Some examples of hmv he does this are
provided here. A simple example,
a reminder is given to the reader
regarding "standardizing" a ra nking from say 1 to 9. An assignment
of numbe rs, Chrisman reminds the
reade r, does not automatically construct valid arithmetical relationships. Pitfalls with digitizing are
highlighted. For exampl e, taking
the digitizing tablet's resolution as
a measure of accuracy. Projections
and classification reductions are
other examples Chrisman uses to
get the reader on this exploration.
Many links are made to other technologies, or just older methods of
doing the same thing. Such as the
overlay method taken from photomechanical reproduction, seeing
through multiple layers. In add ition to uses and specific technologica l tools, the author also gave
specifi c examples from rea l-worl d
projects such as the Pennsylvania
project to site a disposal for radioactive waste. He used this project in
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the exampleofoverlay. Other operations are d etailed, such as
raster overlays to get a cost surface. A good example is given in
the transformation section of the
book. Chrisman explains the process of Dasymetric mapping of
population density. Showing
population density after taking out
uninhabited areas from the predefined set boundaries, in this case
the census tracts-also called controlled guesswork. The importance
of a good cultural context is explained with the backdrop of systems that chose the hard ware and
software on technical merit, not the
purpose of the organization.
I thin k current "power" users of
GIS will learn interesting details
and further their understanding of
GlS. One of Ch1isman's underlying
goals, I believe, is to have the
reader question some of the data or
processes currently in place in a
GIS d epartment.

Shapes of Ireland: Maps and
Their Makers, 1564-1839, J. H .
Andrews Geography Publications,
Dublin, 1997 346 p . Illus.
by Shnro11 Hill, ACS Collectio11,

U11iu. of Wisco11sin-Milwn11kee
" Shapes of Ireland: maps and their
makers, 1564-1839", by J. H.
Andrews, successfully presents
and evaluates the cartographic impacts of the mapping history of Ireland. The early cartographic styles,
with both their shortcomings and
genius, juxtapose with the territorial and political struggles of the
lands of Ireland and Britain that
differ culturally and socially. Ireland owes most of its cartographic
representation to English mappers,
many ne\·er ha ving set foot on its
green and hilly shore. The story is
poignant and true and told w ith
erudition. It is only by reading between the lines that one sees the
reasons fo r its late-blooming cartographi c production. From present
day evidence, most of Irish carto-
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grap hic history, owing to circumstance, style, and need is rooted in
the English school. The need for
the English to map Ireland finds
reason in military a nd economic
causes. The fact that the data was
located in Dublin and the cartographer usually in London substantiates the theory that this was often
long-distance \vork. Traditionally,
the Irish themselves were a wordof-mouth people, apparently seeing no need to extensively record
mapping data on paper, evide nced
by a complete lack of extant provincial maps today. Andrews characterizes the m as perhaps neither
ambitious enough or too ambitious
to be sa tisfied with the simple objective of presenting an early completed map. The conflict between
linguistic representation, love of
land, and knowledge of place,
makes for some dramatic accounts
of English /Irish mapmaking during this tumultuous time of the
union of fre land and Great Britain.
Andrews dravvs a magnificent
picture of the his torical cartographic development of Ireland,
for all of its frailties. The apparent
lack of Iris h-made maps is e\·ident.
This is attributed to the causalities
of time and human carelessness.
The last stage of conq uest of Ireland, 1603, nearly coincides with
the present evidence of the early English / Irish mapping. At this time,
travel to the once-Gaelic Ireland,
now under the influ x of the English, was easier, \·v hat with the network of towns, the spread of the English language, and the e"\tension
of agriculture to feed the mainland.
It actually \Nas a wealthy and developed land, for some. There "''as
no reason why it should not be
mapped e:densively. But it's mapping was flawed . The English cartographers in the 18th-early 19th
centur\' found the current \·Va\·eof
trinngu lation to be more relevant to
commercia l interests than the mathematica l details of latitude and longitu de of this smal l island. Vast areas were missed out, whole coun-
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ties were found wanting for evenly
s urveyed representation, and placenames we re Anglicized. The Irish
were not found on the map of Ireland.
Andrews relates the d etails of
fie ldwork, compilation, production,
and distribution of the nine key
maps of Mercator, Boazio, Speed,
Petty, Pratt, Jeffreys, Beaufort,
Arrowsmith, and Larcom. The genealogical history is traced with
specificity o f what is currently
known. The characte ristics of the
cartographer and the maps themselves are closely examined. Examples of the salient contributions
to this cartographic history are
s hown and described. The maps
are viewed as specimens of cartography, not as examples of iconography, propaganda, or art. They are
exa mined by Andrews to the scho la rl y standards of the present day.
As a further disclaimer, the manuscript map is silenced out, preempted by the printed map, which,
according to Andrews, has more intrinsic precedence through his
identification of merit and influence
as determiners of successful historic mapping. He evaluates such
criteria as legibility, comprehensiveness, aesthetic appeal, relations hip to other maps, and its inherent
noteworthiness as a means to identify merit. To assess the range of inf! uence, Andrews specifies the derivations of the map, <1nd its use. Using this as a guide line, he concludes that the printed map complies with more of the characteristics of merit and influence than the
manuscript map, bringing the early
phase of Irish mapping to about
1590. As mapping his tory
progresses, Andrews carries onward the importance of the maps
derived rather than the those ...vhich
are the cause. The key maps he
identifies throughout the text a re
evalu ated for the degree of
new information brought for th
from them. Jt is the key map tha t is
the foundation map, the cau se, giving rise to the derivative map, the
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effect. In the ultimate e ffort to ma p
Ireland, it is now the derivative
map that is most complete a nd
useful and representative of accuracy. H ow accurate it was assessed
at the time is uns ure, for those in
the map workshop were often not
those who had done the fieldwork.
He nevertheless acknowledges ' the
place of new mis takes on new
maps,' ' that the cartographer only
tells the truth as he sees it,'' and
that reputations a lready won often
contributed to the recognition of a
map.' We have the evidence of its
size and relative detail upon it. Occasionallv, we have the documented e'xplanations of cartographic procedures described by
the mapper himself. Often the cartographic influence itself was illusory, a place across the rough sea
described and mapped by a colonizer safely a t home in London.
Ha ving said all this, he defines the
16th century as marking the take-off
period of map accuracy. The period
reviev<ed by Andrews falls within
this prescribed time. We can therefore be relativelv certain that his examples are the definitive maps congruent with the mapping history of
Ireland.
Following the ' later is best'
theory, Andre\VS traces the cartographic representntion of Ireland
to the 20th century. Along the way,
he reviews the progress of the Ord nance Survey, including the eventual need for the O.S. to seek the
ad vice of commercial cartographer
j ohn Bartholomew of Edinburgh in
the 1890s. Contending with the
complexities of color, relief, and
scale, the Ordnance Survey was
pressured by both the military occupations of late-Victorian imperialism and increased tourism follm...'ing the famine of the 1840s.
Commercial competition forced
the Survey to bring their work up
to date in keeping with the technologies of the day. The non-geog raphical concerns such as color
schemes, decoration, margina l textmatter, or specialized thematic
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material, m ake for competitive cartographic work. The accuracy of the
m ap declines as information accum ula tes or over-sim plification ensues in keeping \·vi th customer demands or business concerns.
Andre\"''s contends tha t " maps become as correct as paper and ink
will allow, or for tha t matter, as th e
users desire." He tells of the scale
issue in wh ich ' improvement lies
henceforth in selectiveness rather
than completeness.' The simple
problem of placing all that needs to
be mapped w ith the constraint of a
s ing le sheet of paper m ade for
som e diffi cult decisions.
\!Vithin the time-span of t\vo and
a half centuries, Andrews cites the
key-map concept as integral to the
appreciation of Irish map history.
As time progresses, the key-map
concept 'the evolutio nary flow (of
information ) rnily d ivide instead of
converging, and one powerful family may be challenged b:· a nother
of the same gene ration. The solution is then to treat both contenders as key maps.' This solution
definite!:' has a limit, tha t the
unigue d istinction of ke:' map not
be widely applied ilnd cartographic history become redundant.
The mapping of I re land now is at
the behest of the computer. Geographical information systems
have made the change of scale and
point CO\'erage a matter of mathematical adjustment. Map history
of Ireland is still in the making, as
is the mapping of this g reen a nd
beautiful land.
In conclusion, J. H. Andrews has
compiled and written a comprehensive account of the mapping
history of Ire land. lt is also a story
of colonization and conquest of a
country by an imperial power. This
is a \\'Orld -,,·idc tale in historv. The
story has more than one ending.
There could be other characters.
The issues of the history of cartography are relevant to other places
and times. And rews has shown the
relevance of cartography to h istory
and p lace and the people who
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make the m aps. Those who inhabit
this land m ay have less interest in
the s tory. The conquered not only
have less voice, but perhaps less
interest in the conquered land, as
they struggle for their daily needs.
Remembering it was for militarism
and tourism, following the Irish
famine that maps reached a zenith
of popularity. The cartogra phic
history he re is seemingly as complete as it could be, short of a wonderful discovery that would fill in
some early gaps. It probably
would be A ndrews himself who
would be the sch ola rl y discoverer
of such missing links in the map
history of Ireland. I wish him well,
that he never completely closes the
book on his research in th is most
interesting a rea.

Counties USA 1997: A Directory
of United States Counties. Kay
Gi ll and Darren L. Smith, eds. Detroit: Omnigraph ics, Inc., 1997. 573
pp., Index, Maps. $85.00 hardcover
(ISBN 0-7808-0094-X).
Rei.1iewed l1y Scott R. McEaf/ll'(m
A111erica11 Geograp/Jical Society
Collectio11, Golda Meir Library
U11h'. c~{Wisca11si11-Milwa11kcc
,\11.ilim11kcc, WI 53111
This basic reference book provides
limited descriptive sta tistical data
for each county in the Un ited
States. The cou nties are arra nged
alphabetically by chapters fo r each
sta te, making the book very easy to
use. Each state chapter is proceeded by a Bureau of the Census
base map s howing the bou ndaries
and names for each of the counties
in that state. Basic contact information for state officials (telephone
and fax numbers, and Internet addresses) are then provided. Contact informatio n is a lso g iven for
each county and incl udes the
county seat mailing ad d ress, telephone and fax numbers, and
Internet add ress \Vhen avai lable.
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The descriptive statistical d a ta
provided for each county includes
both 1990 and 1995 population,
population density (1995), and
land and \Vater area in square
miles. Brief descriptions of the
county's location and name origin
are also given.
The book has limited utility
s ince all of this information it contains can be fou nd in other sources.
The 1990 population, population
density, land and wa ter area in
square miles, and the brief descriptions of the county's location and
name origin is the same as what
cun be found in American Places
Dictionary (Omnigraphics, Inc.,
199-l). The 1996 County and City
Extra: Annual Yletro, City and
County Data Book (Beman Press,
1996) i-s a much more comprehensive source for statistica l data.
Carroll's Ylunicipal / County Directo ry: 1996 Annual (Ca rroll Publishing, 1996) has much more comprehensive contact info rmation at the
county level. Sim ilarly, Carroll's
State Directory: 1997 Library Edition (Carroll Publish ing, 1997) pro\'ides mo re comprehensive contact
information at the s tate level.
The most disturbing thing about
Counties USA 1997 is the large
numbe r of e rrors evident in the
land in square miles data. A possible printing or data entry problem caused all counties with land
or water areas of four o r more d igits to be incorrect. For example, the
la nd a rea for Bay field County, W isconsin is listed as 1 square mile! In
rea lity it is 1,-176 sq uare miles. This
problem results in an unacceptable
number of errors of fact thoughou t the book. In western sta tes
s uch as VVyoming, w here all cou nti es have land areas greater tha n
1,000 square miles, the number
listed for the area in square miles is
always wrong. Because all of the
information in Counties USA 1997
is fo und in o ther sources and the
many obvious errors, it is difficult
to recommend its purchase to any
individual or instituti on.
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cartographic techniques
A Desktop Approach to Shaded
Relief Production

To111 Pntterso11
Nntio11nl Pnrk Serr>icc
Divisio11 of P11blicntio11s
Hnrpers Ferry (('lltcr
Hnrpcrs frrr!t, WV 25425
(304) 535-6020

t_pnttcrso11~ nps.gm.'
A companion Web site at
\Vww.nacis.org/ cp/ cp28/
relief_tp.h tml contains sample
files, links to software and data
sources, and additional techniques,
including a map projection
method.
Cartographers often have mixed
opinions about shaded relief. Although shaded relief is valued as a
design option for presenting understandable and aesthetic terrain
on maps, it is frustratingly difficult
to produce. Heretofore, the prerequisites for creating shaded relief
h,1,·e been artistic tale nt and/ or the
mastery of com pie>.. and expensive
software. Todav, howe\'er, relief
shading is und~rgoing democratization thanks to the accessible
tools of desktop publishing. In this
article I discuss s haded relief production and presentation techniques using Adobe Photoshop 4.0,
the popular graphics program in
which many cartographers have
dabbled.
Photoshop offers practical adrnntages to cartographers for producing shaded relief. Many cartographers already own this desktop
program. It is rclati,·ely easy to
use, and can (by digital s tandards)
generate reasonabh· attractive
shaded relief. Photoshop offers
pmverful intcracti\'e tools to manipulate the rendered shading for
final presentation. Many output
options are ava il t1b le, including
print-ready PostScript files and
JPEG files for the Web.
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Using a graphics application
such as Photoshop for cartographic
production is not without problems. One problem is the importation of Digital Elevation Models
(DEMs), the data upon which digitally-generated shaded relief are
based. Photoshop does not import
raw DEM fil es. Third-party utilities
are needed to convert raw OEM's
(text files of elevatio n values) to 8bit raster images that Photoshop
will recognize. The converted
OEM's will be 236-level grayscale
images that show highlands ·with
light values and lowlands with
dark values (figu re 1). Each pixel in
the grayscale image corresponds to
a sampled e levation point on the
original DEM. A list of freeware
and shareware DEM conversion
utilities is provided on the Web
site. They are well documented and
easy to use.
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Recipe for quick and easy shaded
relief

Ingredients:
* Photoshop 4.0
*Grayscale DEM data
*Ample RAM (at least 16 MB is
needed to work on the sample
DEM)

Serving Size:
Shaded relief in square or rectangular shapes at any size up to the
30,000 x 30,000 pixel limit of
Photoshop.

Preparntio11:
Note: Keyboard shortcuts are
s hown fo r the Mac OS. For Windows use simply subs titute the
Control key for the Command key.
1) Launch Photoshop and open a
grayscale DEM. Make sure the
background color at the bottom of
the tool bar is set to white.

!Iii}

Bockgro"nd co I or

2) With the DEM visible as the

Figure 1 USGS OL.\11•( 51111111 Rosa /s/1111d.
Calitiim111111 _..:ra11-tt1I011mw1.

The procedure for creating
s haded relief in Photoshop is
straightforward: Open a
Photoshop RCS file with a white
background, insert a grayscale
DEM into an alpha channel, and
apply a lighting filter that interacts
with the DEM to generate a "bump
map" texture that simulates
shaded re lief. If this process
sounds unfamiliar, relax. Shaded
relief can be created without difficulty by following the recipe below. To execute the recipe you will
need a grayscale DEM. A sample
DEM is posted on the Web site for
you to use.

Background layer, choose "select
all" (Com mand A), and then "cut"
(Command X). The Background
layer should become white.
3) Change the color mode from
grayscale to RGB by choosing "Image I Mode I RCB Color" from the
pu ll down menu.
-l) Open the channels palette from
the pull down menu (Window I
Show Channels). Create a new a lpha channel by clicking the "Create ne\.v channel" button at the bottom of the palette. An alpha channel (#4) will appear at the bottom.
Paste (Command V) the grayscale
DEM into the c1ctivated alpha channel.
3) Click the top " RGB" channel to
make it active. The DEM disappears, and the background becomes
white. The eye icon shou ld be visible in all channels except #4. Acti-
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\·ate the layers palette by clicking
the "Layers" tab.
6) From the pull dow n menu
choose "Filter I Render / Ligh ting
Effects." Enter:
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doesn't look right, use "undo"
(Command Z) and return to the
lighting effects dialog. Try adjusting the intensity, fl at/ moun tainous
setting, and the light direction and
altitude until the results are pleasing.

P os1t1ve

D
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7) On the left side of the dialog box
is a graphical device for setting
light direction and alti tude. Select
the small square i'lt the end of the
tethered line and drag toward the
upper left to set northwest illumination. Dragging away from the
center circle lowers the light source
<lltitude, turning the pre,·ie\\' black.
Drag too close to the center and the
preview turns white. Place the
squ<lrc about two thirds of the way
between the center ,1nd upper left
corner of the prc\·iew box for best
re!:>ults. Experiment.

Presentation Techniques
Photoshop offers almost unlimited
ways to manipulate shaded relief
graphically. The following is an
overview of techniques preferred
by the author.

Reproducible results: Settings in the
Lighting Effects dialog box can be
saved for applying identical properties to other reliefs. The saved
settings appear in the "Style" popup menu. Also, the Actions Palette
allows the cartographer to record
and save most graphical manipulations performed on a relief. The
saved "action" can be replayed at a
later time for replicating a presentation style.
Shnrprni11g: Relief generation is an
interpolative process that can give
relief an unfocused look. Applying
a moderate amount of Unsharp
Mask (Filter/Sharpen/ Unsharp
Mask) wi ll make shaded re lief look
crisper (figure 2). Try these settings
on a 72 dpi re lief: Amount 150°0,
and Radius 0.5 pixel. Nudging the
threshold up from zero levels removes sharpening from flat areas
with less contrast.
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Lnyers: Before editing, always duplicate the relief to an extra layer as an
insurance copy in case something
goes w run15. Li:! yer!:> a rt! i ndbpensable for applying localized modifications to a landscape. For example, to sharpen an area of high
mountains on an otherwise gentle
landscape, duplicate the relief
layer, place the d u plicated layer beneath the original, and apply
sharpening to the entire duplicated
layer. The next step is to add a layer
mask to the original relief layer. Finally, use a soft-edged paint brush
gradually to open windows in the
mask. This last step allows the
sharpened peaks to emerge through
the gentle original relief.
Pai11ti11g: The quality of many
OEM's is sub-optimal, which translates into unwanted visual artifacts
on the final shaded relief. Common
problems are: systematic banding,
edge matching, ele\·ation spikes
and holes, and terracing (figure 3).
These problems can be disguised,
u p to a point, vvith the standard arsenal of painting tools-especially
the rubbe r stamp, dodge, burn,
blur, and airbrush tools. Be careful
when using painting tools to beautify shaded relief; overuse can decrease accuracy.
ll/11111i11ntic111: Cultural and historical
influences have made northwest
illumination the convention for relief shading. Sometimes, however,
strict adherence to northwest lighting fails to portray all parts of a
landscape. A common problem is
the flattening of northwest-trending
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8) !'\ow for the moment of truth.
Click "okay" to rende r the shaded
relief. Notice that the rendered relief
looks much better than it did in the
dialog box preview. If the relief
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Figure 2. ~lwdcd rclici/1dorc u11,;/111rp 111n,;ki11g
tllld ,1ft<'1' l /><ltfOllil.
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Figure 3. Tarr1011g i; 11f1m1'.Ji•u11d i11 ;0111c
Of,\,J '<. It i< 11u>:;/ J'Hll1"<111.-cd 111 flat arcns.
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topography, which lacks illumination and shadow contrast. This
problem can be alleviated by rotating the light source up to 30 degrees
in either direction from northwest.
In the most troublesome cases, it
may be necessary to generate two or
more shaded reliefs that use
slightly di ffercnt light sources.
Place the shaded reliefs on separate
layers and use the layer mask technique to call out localized illumination.
Lowln11rl lo11cs: Gray value in flat
areas is necessary for shaded relief
to appear as a continual land scape.
However, too much value in lowland areas can interfere \'Vith the
presentation of thematic map data.
To solve this problem, adjust settings in the Lighting Effects dialog
box to lighten lowland values
w ithout u ndu ly d iminishing
mountainous areas. Elevating the
light source and increasing ambience serve to lighten the entire relief. Simultaneously increasing the
mountainous setting will replace
lost contrast in rugged areas. Also,
lowland tones can be lightened after a shaded relief has been generated. L"sc the Brightness/ Contrast
controls (Image / Adjust / Brightness / Contrnst...) to make g loba l
adjustments and the dodge toolselecting a soft-edged brush-for
localized touch -ups.
Resn111pli11s,: Photoshop renders

shaded relief at the same resolution
as the graysca le DEM, typically 72
dpi. If a higher resolution is needed
for print production, two methods
are a\·ailable: 1) Increase the resolution of the original grayscale DEM
and then render, or, 2) increase the
resolution of the shaded relief after
it is rendered. 'either technique
yields additional terrain detail but,
only larger file sizes. In the opposite
situation, excess detail can obscure
larger, more important, topographic
features. This problem can be remedied by downsampling (generaliz-
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ing) the grayscale DEM before generating shaded relief(figure4).
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To calculate the elevation of a
single grayscale level, in feet or
meters, divide the elevation range of
the DEM (DEM conversion utilities
report this) by 256.

Needed Photoshop Capabilities

Figure 4. Slrndrd rclidgt•111•raft'd from loH'
resoluticm (/e_ff) anti Irish rt'so/11tio11 (rig/iii
w1·sw11s flf t/1c -;111111• DEM.

Elez1nfio11 color: The 3D look of a

landscape can be enhanced by
blending shaded relief with continuous-tone elevation colors derived from the grayscale DEM. Accomplish this by pasting the DEM
on a new layer beneath the shaded
re lief, then coloriz ing the DEM using HSB controls (Image/ Adjust/
Hue, Saturation ... ). After colorizing
the DEY!, set the overprinting
shaded relief to "multiply" blend
mode (in the layers palette) and adjust the opacity of the relief and
DEM laye rs until the right look is
achieved. Multiply blend mode
emulates traditional screen printing
by adding the color of upper layers
to those beneath.

Hypso111etric tints: Accurate hypsometric tints can be produced by applying the threshold command (Image/ Adjust/Threshold) to a
grayscale DEM. The threshold command creates area masks that can
define each of the 256 grayscale levels (ele\'ations) in a DEM (figure 5).

Additional cartographic function ality could be brought to
Photoshop via plug-in filters, in
the same way A venza
MAPublishe.r has brought Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
functionality to Adobe Illustrator
and Macromedia Freehand. Such
cartographic plug-in filters would
help to bridge the gap between the
PostScript-centric world of presentation cartography and GIS.
Conclusion
W ith the steps covered in this article, cartographers now have an
avenue to easily produce shaded
relief to enhance the geographic
quality of the maps they produce.
Further exploration by cartographers using Photoshop should
y ield additional u seful techniques.
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Octo b e r 1, 1997

Lexington, KY
The fol lowing members of the
Board were p resent: Officers Mike
Peterson, Keith Rice, Pat Gilmartin,
Sona Andrews and Craig
Remington; Board Members Jeremy Crampton, Jim Anderson,
Cynthia Brewer, Kathy Thorne,
Tom Patterson, Joe Stoll, Susan
Peschel, Valerie Krejcie, Glenn
Pawelski, and Barbara Buttenfield;
Executive Director Chris Baru th.
The meeting began at 3:20 p.m.
with the approval of the m inutes
from the Chicago meeting.
NACIS '97
Susan Peschel reported 103 prelim inary registrants for the Lexington meeting. Chris felt comfortable with the hotel room nights.
Sona reported on the preliminary
costs of the Lexington meeting and
will offer a final report in the
spring. It was agreed that future
"Calls for Papers" \Viii mention the
requ irement that participants pay
the registration fee. Presenters will
a !so be asked to note any audio I
visual needs.
Elections

Chris reported the election results
as foll ows: new Officers, Cynth ia
Brewer, Vice Presiden t and Jim
Mi n ton, Secretary and new Board
Members, Greg Chu, Elizabeth
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Nelson, Jeremy Crampton, and
James Meacham.

help facilitate registration and encourage the membership to attend.

Treasurer's Report
Sona reported a balance of
$27,414.76. She offered a detailed
accounting of expenses and revenues for the 1996-97 yea r, which
offered new guidance toward fu
ture budgetary requirements.

NACISXIX
Jim Anderson reported that a contract has been signed with the
McGruder Inn in Williamsburg,
Virginia for the 1999 meeting.
Room rates are $98/night. Don
Zeig ler has offered to help w ith local arrangements.

Web Page
A private service provider has been
retained for the maintenance of the
NACIS Web Page. Jeremy reported
the costs involved with the company and his satisfactio n thus far
with their service. This company
will be used for the next two years
on a trial basis. The Board expressed the desire to establish page
content which promotes the organization. This would include membership requirements, Call for Papers, meeting announcements, C.P.
News, and links to other cartographic si tes of interest. Chris
agreed to handle the day-to-day site
updates. A motion was made to establish a3-membercommittee, appointed by the President, to solicit
the membership for contributions to
the web site's content. The President w ill serve as an Ex Officio
member of the committee. The motion passed. Jeremy Crampton and
Tom Patterson v,·ereselccted to
serve.
Membership
Tom Patterson distributed a flyer to
promote new memberships fo r the
Society. Comments and changes on
the flyer would be addressed at the
second board meeting.
NACIS XVIII
Owing to a failure to find suitable
accommodations in Chicago,
NACJS XVIII will be held in \1il''" aukee, Wisconsin at the Hyatt on
October 7-10, 1998. Room rates are
$99. A pre-conference symposium
on "The History of Cartography in
Education" has been proposed by
Jim Ackerman. The Board agreed to

NACISXX
The Board suggested the following
cities fo r future investigation for
the meeting in 2000: Kansas City,
Omaha, Las Vegas, Cleveland and
San Diego.
Cartographic Perspectives
Jim Anderson reported that the
production process at FSU was
wo rking smooth ly. The Board expressed their desire to find a permanent editor as soon as possible.

Other Business
Chris pointed out that the membership must be polled to amend
the by-laws in order for a student
to sit on the Board. Ballo ts w ill be
forthcoming. Mike closed the
meeting by thanking the retiring
Boa rd Members and the Loca l Arrangements Committee for the
Lex ington meeting. Adjourned
6:20 p.m.

S11b111itted,
Crnig Remi11gto11
NACIS Secretary

NACIS Business Meeting
October 2, 1997
Lexington, KY
Mike Peterson welcomed the membership and recognized participants from Australia, Russia and
Austria. He announced the forthcoming vote on the change in the
by-laws to allow a student member
to the Board. Mike thanked Jeremy
Crampton and Chris Baruth for
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their development of the web site
and asked the membership for comments and suggestions on its content. He recognized and thanked
Jim Anderson on his work with
Cartographic Perspectives and asked
the membership for aid in selecting
a permanent editor. Mike also announced next year's Milwaukee
meeting site and dates, as well as
the 1999 meeting in Williamsburg.
Sona Andrews circulated a
Treasurer's Report and spoke on
the genera l highlights of its contents. She also reminded the members to pay their dues in a timely
manner. Chris Baruth announced
the results of the election for the
Board. Chris thanked Mike for his
work as President and wished Pat
Gilmartin much success for her
term. He also made the membership aware of the symposium prior
to the Milwaukee meeting on "The
His tory of Cartography in Education" by Jim Ackerman. Mike
closed the Business Meeting at 1:40
p.m. by asking the members to consider running for positions on the
Board in the future.

S11b111itted,
Craig Re111i11gto11
NACIS Secretary

~nouncements
CONFERENCE
ANNOUNCEMENT
Can adian Cartographic Association and the Association of Canadian Map Libraries and Archives A Joint Conference
May 27-30, 1998
The University of Western Ontario,
London, Ontario CANADA
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Web Page Bookmark:
WWW .geog. u wo.ca I
1998_ma p _conference I
overvievv.html
Preli mina ry program details will
be available early in 1998 at this
URL address.
A WORLD PREMIERE! You are
invited to visit The University of
Western Ontario campus in the
fores t ci ty - London, Ontari o - to
participate in the first joint conference of the Canadian Cartographic
Association and the Association of
Canadian \!lap Libraries and Archives.
CONFERE1 CE WILL ADDRESS
CARTOGRAPHIC THEMES
SHARED BY EACH ASSOCIATIOI'\ AS WELL AS THOSE
UNfQUE TO EACH . To encourage a co-opcr<l ti ve learning experience the conference fo rm at will include a mi" of joint as well as concurrent sessions, worksho ps and
special theme sessions. An added
bonus the ICA 1997 Canadian :vtap Exhibit from Stockholm \\'ill be on
display at the Un iversity art gallery in conjunction with other arti!>ts' works influenced by ca rtography.
Forward inqu iries to either
CCA Co-Chair Patricia Chalk
(chalk@sscl.uwo.ca) or
ACMLA Co-Chair Cheryl Woods
(W oods@sscl. u wo.ca)
Postal add ress:
CCA/ ACM LA Confe rence,
Geography Dept., Social Scien ce
Centre,
The University of Western Ontario,
London, Ontario,
Canada N6A 5C2.
Phone: (519) 661-3425; Fax: (519)
661-3750

cartograplzic perspectives

:

~ubmissions

FEATURED PAPERS
Each issue of Cartographic Perspecti"ues includes featured papers,
which are refereed articles reporting origina l work of interest to
NACJS's diverse membership. Papers ranging from theoretical to
applied topics are welcome. Prospective au thors are encouraged to
subm it manuscripts to the Editor
or to the Chairperson of the
NACIS Editoria l Board. Papers
may also be solicited by the Editor
from presenters at the annual
m eeting and from othe r sources.
Ideas for special issues on a single
topic a re also encouraged . Papers
sho uld be prepared exclus ively for
publication in CP, w ith no major
portion previously published elsew here. All contributions will be
reviewed by the Editorial Board,
whose members w ill ad vise the
Editor as to 1<vhether a manuscript
is appro priate for publication . Final publication d ecis ions rest w ith
the Editor, who reserves the right
to make editorial changes to ensure clarity and consis tency of
style.
REVIEWS
Book reviews, m ap reviews, and
m apping soft ware reviews are
welcome. The Editor will solicit
reviews fo r artifacts received from
publishers. Prospective reviewers
a re also invited to contact the Editor directly.
TECHNICAL GUIDELINES
FOR SUBMISSION
Literature cited should conform to
the Chicago Manual o f Style, 14th
ed., Uni versity of Chicago Press,
Chapter 16, style "B." Examples of
the correct citation form a ppear in
the feature articles of this issue.
Authors of Featured Papers should
s ubmit four printed copies of their
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manuscript for review directly to
Dr. Michael Peterson, Chair of the
CP Edito ri al Board, Department of
Geography, University of
Neb raska - O ma ha, Omaha, Nebraska 68182. Manuscripts are reviewed by a minimum of two referees. The recommendations of
the reviewers and the Chair of the
CP Editorial Boa rd a re sent to the
Editor o f CP. The Editor w ill contact a ll authors to notify them if
their paper has been accepted for
publication and if revisions are
necessary prior to publication. The
following technical guidelines
shoul d be followed for all accepted
manuscripts (these g uidelines also
apply to book, ma p, and software
reviews).
Material shou ld be submitted in
digital form on 3.5" d iskettes.
Please send a paper copy along
with the disk. Text documents
processed w ith Macintosh soft\Vare such as Write Now,
WordPe1fcct, MS Word, and
MncWritc are preferred, as well as
documents generated on IB\11 PCs
and compatibles using WordPerfect
o r MS Word. ASCII text files are
also accep table.
PostScript g raphi cs generated
with Ado/le /l/11strafor or Aldlls
FrccHnlld for the Macintosh or Corel
Draw for DOS computers are preferred, but generic PICT or TIFF
format g raphics files are usually
compatible as well. Manually produced graphics sh ould be no larger
th an 11 by 17 in ches, designed for
scanning a t 600 dpi resolution
(avoid fine-grained tint screens).
Continuous-tone photographs will
also be scanned.
M ateria ls should be sent to: Mr.
James R. Anderson, Assistant Editor- Cartographic Perspectives,
Florida Resources and Environm ental Analysis Center, UCC 2200,
Florida State university, Tallahassee, FL 32306-2641; (850) 644-2883,
fax: (850) 644-7360; email:
janderso@mailer. fsu .ed u

NACIS membership form
North American Cartographic Information Society
Sociedad de Informacion Cartografica Norte Americana
Name/Nombre:
Address/ Direcci6n:

Organization/ Afiliaci6n profesional:

Your position/Posici6n:
Cartographic interests/ lntereses cartograficos:

Professional memberships/Socio de organizaci6n:

Membership Fees for the Calendar Year*/
Valor de nomina de socios para el aiio:
Individual/Regular: $42.00 U.S./E.U.
Students/Estudiantes: $20.00 U.S./ E.U.
Institutional/Miembros institucionales:
$72.00 U.S./E.U.
Make all checks payable to/
Manden sus cheques a:
NACIS
ACS Collection
P.O. Box 399
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201

.. Membership fees include subscription to Cartographic Perspectives .

The North American Cartographic Information Society
(NACIS) was founded in 1980 in response to the need for a multidisciplinary
organization to facilitate communication in the map information community. Principal objectives of NACIS are:
§ to promote communication, coordination, and cooperation
among the producers, disseminators, curators,
and users of cartographic information;
§to support and coordinate activities with other professional
organizations and institutions involved with
cartographic information;
§ to improve the use of cartographic materials through
education and to promote graphicacy;

§ to promote and coordinate the acquisition, preservation,
and automated retrieval of all types of cartographic material;
§ to influence government policy
on cartographic information.
NACIS is a professional society open to specialists from private, academic,
and government organizations throughout North America. The society
provides an opportunity for Map Makers, Map Keepers, Map Users, Map
Educators, and Map Distributors to exchange ideas, coordinate activities,
and improve map materials and map use. Cartographic Perspectives, the
organization's Bulletin, provides a mechanism to facilitate timel y
dissemination of cartographic information to this diverse constituency. It
includes solicited feature articles, synopses of articles appearing in obscure
or non-cartographic publications, software reviews, news features, reports
(conferences, map exhibits, new map series, government policy, new degree
programs, etc.), and listings of published maps and atlases, new computer
software, and software reviews.
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